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PURCHASING PHYSICAL EQUIPMENT 
FOR 
THE WOODWORKING SHOP SAFETY PROGRAM 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION OF PROBLEM 
It is the duty of every one to protect himself and 
those associated with him from accidents which may 
result in injury or death. Abraham Lincoln 
A survey of records on accidental deaths and injuries 
in the United States is sufficient within itself to 
necessitate a complete study of the safety measures which can 
be practiced in the high school shop. 
According to a survey by Samuel F . Hall on the accident 
r~ords of public schools, it as found that there was a 
total absence of 2,160,000 pupil days during one year because 
of accidents.l 
All accidents do not occur in the shop . The gymnasium 
with 35 per cent presents the highest percentage of accidents 
which occur to school children; accidents on stairs rank 
second with 20 per cent while the shop sho s 14 per cent of 
all accidents. The following statement is quoted from a 
recent copy of Accident Facts, the annual stast1stical 
1 Samuel F. Hall "Safety in the School Shop~11 Industrial 
Arts and V~ational Education,33:3, March , 1944. 
2 
bulletin from National Safety Council: 'The influence of the 
vocational shop and the gymnasium on the accident rate is 
indicated by the sudden jump in the rate from the sixth to 
the seventh grade, which rose from 1.5 to 3.5. Further 
advance to 4.7 in the tenth grade and 5.4 in the eleventh 
indicates an increase in exposure to accidents." 
Increasing demands for the use of safety equipment and 
-
safe operating practices became greater during the war years 
than ever before. The increased demand for rapid production 
brought about this change in attitude toward safety in the 
industrial plants. Any accident which constituted a loss of 
manpower was a loss to industry. Industrial leaders found 
that accidents could be partially prevented through a wide-
spread safety program. 
Manufacturers of po er machinery are beginning to 
respond to the urge for greater safety. They are employing 
safety engineers who are constantly seeking new and better 
ways of safeguarding machinery. All these developments cast 
an interesting light on safety activities . 
Origin .Qf ~ Problem: All machine shops, vocational 
shops and high school shops do not have the same safety rules. 
The type of industry or shop will indicate the strictness or 
rigidity of the safety program. 
Statistics compiled by officials in the National Safety 
Council2 show that woodworking accidents ranked twenty-third 
2 National Safety Council, Accident Facts, 1943 Edition. 
Chicago, Illinois. 
3 
on the 11st of accidents reported in 1942. These statistics 
were gathered from 99 reporting industries. The small home 
shop, hobby or craft centers and small ood orking business 
firms were not included. It is here that safety men encounter 
their greatest problem . 
It is hard to impress on the owners and employees of 
small organizations the need for safety. To them, production 
and profits are considered before safety. Shults3 attributes 
the high percentage of accidents in small shops to the 
following reasons: 
1. Fe such shops can afford to buy the best machines, 
and will not purchase guards which are furnished 
only at extra cost. 
2. It is difficult to reach and impress the owners of 
such shops with the need for safety programs. 
3. Their paid operators in particular often are not 
trained on guarded machines and disdain the use of 
safety equipment. 
4. Owners and workers alike believe the use of guards 
limits production . 
~ Problem: The subject, Purchasing Physical Equipment 
for~ Woodworking Shop Safety Program, has been selected 
for this study. Many studies have been made on the safety 
problem, but none have discussed the problem of purchasing the 
physical equipment needed to promote a safety program for the 
woodworking shop. This study includes the gathering of 
information about shop accidents and suggesting physical 
3 Shults, Chauncey Smithey, An Analysis of Safety Guards 
on oodworkinn Machinery, Master's Thesis, Oklahoma Agri-
cultural and ecfianical College, 1947, page 3. 
equipment hich may be purchased to help prevent these 
accidents. Physical equipment discussed includes machine 
guards, personal protective equipment and visual aids. 
Speciai emphasis has been placed on the needs of the high 
school oodworking shop . 
4 
~ f.2!. Study: The study of the safety problem covers 
the safety programs used in industrial plants, vocational 
shops and high school shops . Industrial leaders, employees, 
school instructors and pupils need to know the advantages of 
using the safety equipment made available by the manufacturers. 
If all available safety equipment is used for a specified 
operation, it can be stated with assurance that all accidents 
can be prevented. 
Similar Studies: Many studies have been made on the 
subject of safe operations of shop machinery . Hoiever, none 
of these deal dir ctly 1th an analysis of physical safety 
equipment . 
A report by Ade4 stresses safe shop practices and safe 
operations of machines . Shults5 has made an extensive study 
of safeguards for oodvorking machines used in the high school 
shop. His study deals with existing guards and recommenda-
tions for better guards . Heinrich6 has made a study of 
4 Lester K. Ade, Safety Education in Industrial School 
Shops, Bulletin 332, Pennsylvania Department of Public 
Instruction, 1938. 
5 Shults, .Q!2. • ...£..!1. , page 3. 
6 H • • Heinrich, Industrial~ Accident Prevention, 
page 145. 
ccident prevention which stresses industrial accidents and 
educ ting the anagement in further accident prevention. 
The Nationals r ty Council7 bas 1 sued a study dealing ith 
accident prevention nd safety quip ent. Det iled infor-· 
m tion is iven on how to use all safety ma erials and on 
means of educ ting the employer and em loyee in the need of 
ecident prevention. 
Portions of pamphlets published by the National Safety 
Council,8 The American Standards Association,9 and United 
States Department of Labor1° contain detailed information 
hich pertains to this study. 
Other studies which are generally related to this study 
include a gazine article by Joseph Murri11 on afety 
regulations for the school shop. A ne machine guard is 
discussed in an article r1tten by G. Harold Billingham.12 
7 Accident Prevention Kanual .!2!: Industrial Qperations, 
Chicago, Illinois, 1946. 
8 Wood orking ~achin ry .ru:!9. Equipment, Safe Practices 
Pa phlet umber 20, lational Safety Council, Chicago, Illinois. 
9 American Stnndard Safety~ fil roodworking l'ach1nery, 
A erican Standards Association, Approved February, 1944 . 
10 United States Department of Labor Statistics 
Department of Labor, Bull tin 67, Safety Subjects, 1944. 
11 Joseph urr1, nsarety Provisions and Regulations For 
School Shops." Industrial~ £!.lli!. Vocation 1 Education, 
34:131, arch, 1945. 
12 G. Harold Billingha, nBand Saw Guard," In ustrial 
rts .a!!9. Vocational Education, 3?:20?, ay, 1948. 
6 
Available Literature: Literature used 1n making this 
study includes books, pa phlets, ·magazines and manufacturers' 
catalogues. Illustrated sales literature furnished the 
basis for comparing products now availabl to the 1lling 
purchaser. A ealth of information on the safety problem can 
be obtained fro periodicals such as ational Safety !!.!L.§,, 
School Eguinment ~~Indust rial _rts l!.lli!, Vocational 
Education agazine . 
Delimitations: This study is concerned primarily 1th 
physical safety equipment for the school ood orking shop ._ 
The machines discussed are those typical of the school shops . 
Large factory equip ent is not discussed extensively. 
This study concerns its lf 1th personal protective 
quipmont, visu 1 aids and guard for the circular sa, band 
saw, surfacer, shaper, jointer, and tool grinder. 
Conclusions: he demand or greater afeti in all types 
of shops is increasing. Consumer demand 1s responsible for 
motivating further advancern nt in the field of s fety . 
achine manufacturers are beginning to nccept the saf ty 
codes and henever possible are incorporating guards in their 
machinery . If not practical to have a built-in guard• 
s parately installed gua:rds should be furnished as tandard 
equip ont . he practice of fu nishing guards s extr 
equip ent at ddition 1 cot hould be discouraged . 
Industries and small shops alike are beginning to see 
the advantages of personal protective equip ent and visual 
7 
aids 1n their safety programs . These, ineoil'porated with the 
better guarded machinery, should greatly decrease the number 
0£ accidental injuries. 
Cf!AP'?ER I I 
ACCIDENTS IN OOD ORK.ING PLAT 
AD NEED FOR AFETY GU DS 
An ccident is an unexpected occurance. The ter 
ceidental injury" 1 used hen a human injury is involved . 
The severi y and frequency of accidents vary 1th the type 
of ork done and the chine used. Plant safety easures 
play an important part in controlling frequency with hich 
accidents occur. Statistical data av ilable are based on 
compensated accident injury reports. A report of oodworkin 
achine injuries for the St te of Ue York1 sho s 5',235' 
injuries reported. Of these injuries, 28 resulted in death 
or total disability. 
A. Causes .QI.. Accidents 
Accidental injury is not the result of a ingle factor, 
but i the re ult of a sequenc of factor. Behind very 
injury there is either an unsafe act on the part of the 
operator or eehanical d feet. Accident c use may b 
divided into three g otips: 
1. echanical and ,aterial Faults: This refers to 
----- - .;....... ....... ;;;;.;:;.= ---
unguarded machinery, tool in di r pair, protruding nils, 
etc. 
1 United States Bureau of Labor Statistics, Department 
of Labor, Bulletin No; , 67, Safety Subjectp, 1944. 
9 
2 • Unsafe Acts of Persons: Th ..................... _______ _ earing of loose clothing 
around machinery, 1m roper use of the tool, disregard of s .f ty 
rule and many other unsafe acts cause a great number of 
injuries. The use of machines prior to specific instruction 
is probably one of the com one t of unsafe act~ . 
Rea ons for ~hose F -ults or Unsaf Acts: 
---- - -------
F tigu, 
1 roper inst llation of quip ent, and inattention are a f 
re sons behind th unsafo acts and mechanical faults which 
result in injury. 
1Ie1nrich2 gives the follo ing clas ifications s basic 
cause of accidents: 
F ulty in truction: 
1. one. 
2. Inco pleted. 
3. ot enforced. 
4 . roneous. 
Inability of employee: 
1 . In xperienee . 
· 2 . Unskilled. 
3. Ignorant. 
4 . Poor judg ent. 
Poor 
1. 
2 
3. 
di cipline: 
Disobedienc 
Inter erenee 
Foo . ing. 
of rule. 
by others. 
Lack of concentration: 
.1. Attention distracted . 
2 . In ttention. 
Unsafe Practice: 
1. Chance taking. 
2 . Short cuts. 
3. ste. 
ntally unfit: 
1 . uggish or fatigued. 
2 . Violent t per. 
3. Excitability. 
Physically unfit: 
1. Defective. 
2 . atigued. 
3.., Weak . 
,echanical ~ aterial Fults 
Physical hazardu: 
1 . Include mechanical, electric 1, stea, che ical 
conditions, etc.: 
2 Heinrich, H •• , Industrial Accident Prevention 
cGr -Hill, page 104-110. 
10 
a . Ineffectively guarded~ 
b . Un .uard d. 
c. Unsafe design. 
Poor housek ping: 
1. Impro erly pil d or 
stored aterials 
2 . Congestion. 
De eetiv equipment: 
1 . 'iscellan ous materials 
and equi ment. 
2 . Tool. 
3. achines. 
Un af 
1 . 
2 . 
3. 
4. 
5. 
building conditions: 
Fir protection. 
xits. 
Floors. 
Openings. 
iscella eous. 
Improper orking condition z 
1. Ve tilation . 
2 . s nitation. 
3. Light. 
I proper planning: 
1. Layout of operation. 
2 . L yout of machinery. 
3. Un ar roces es. 
!nproper dress or apparel 
1. o goggles, gloves , 
masks, etc. 
2. Unsuitable long 
sleeves, hlgh heels, 
defective, etc. 
Behind nearly every case of accidental injury can be 
found both physical fault and a personal case. After 
carefully studying the causes as listed above, it is obvious 
that many accidents could be prevented 1th a little fore-
thought . If the phy-sical h zards such as proper orking 
conditions e re oved, perhaps that would eliminate such 
personal faults a fatigue and inattention. Theref re, the 
sensible thing to do is to reduce physical hazards by every 
possible means and then make every effort to elimi te 
personal faults. 
B. ecessity .Qi Guard 
Studie of accidents have been made to a ratio bot e.n 
accidents chargeable to physical hazards and those chargeable 
to un afe acts . The ratio developed is usually quoted as 1, 
to 85 pr cent. The human element 1 co sidered 85 per cent 
of the accident problem while physic 1 hazards constitutes 
the re ining 15 per cent . 
his generally accepted ratio is harmful in many 
respects. The attitude of taking care of the 85 per cent 
first and letting the 15 per cent take care of itself a 
11 
r ceived ide rad ace pta ce e ec1ally by the 'not-yetn 
safety- inded e ploye . He does not realize that the concen-
tration require to dodge the haz rds of an un rded 
machine 111 lessen the or er's efficiency. 
uch progress ha b en made in safeguarding achinery . 
To gu rd a achine adequately e must consider to things: 
(1) gu ding the transmission machinery and (2) guarding the 
point-of-operati n. 
1 . Guarding !ill! ransmission l~achinery: To guard the 
transmission machinery eans o enclo all mo ing parts 
hich carry the power fro its source to the machin . This 
includes cables, motors, belts, gear , and other pp ratus 
hich cause the machi ne to function . These guards, usually 
made of etal, should be substantially constructed and firmly 
installed . esh or perforated metal is someti~es u ed. 
These guards should have no sharp edges and should not cause 
tripping . ransmission machinery guards should be arranged 
so a not to interfere 1th oiling, adjusting or controlling 
the machine . 
2. Point-.Q!-Oneration Guarding: The point or area in 
which the cut is de, is called the point-of-operation . 
12 
Positive guarding at the point-of-operation should be relied 
upon to prevent accid nts rather than the operator's 
consisten obedience to af ty rule. Ev ry effort shoul be 
ade ton ke the guard so e fective that the operator can not 
cause n accident . henever possible, the guard hould be 
built into t h achin. he oint-of-o eration is much more 
dif icult to guard th n the po er tran miss on pparatus . 
ny unsafe conditions c n be and are being eliminated 
in the la out of ne plant and shops . hen er nd modern 
machines are being equipped 1th gu rds by the anu:facturer . 
Theo der machines can be guarded by purchasing co ercial 
guard or designing on for reasonab saf ty . 
Pol t-of-operation u rds are 1nstalle on tho e parts 
of machines where cut·ting, shaping or forming is performed, 
or at points here there is danger to the operators inserting 
or anupulating the stock in the machines . In order to be 
ost efficient, these guards should protect the oper tor fro 
the moving machinery and Moving trials. 
ot all positive guarding of points-of operation provide 
10 per ce t p otection. The type of guard need d varies 
1th he machine in use and the type of o eration perfor ed . 
The follo ing types of safe positiv guards may b used 
to a great advantage: (1) mechanical f cding and ejecting 
devices, enclo ed guards, ;eep uards, 
and other are used to control the haz rd 
tr ke limitations, 
of p er rnach1ne 
operation, (2) to-hand conlrol dev1c sand (3) interlocking 
devices are ometimes used . (See Table I). 
Type of guard-
ing method 
Automatic o 
emi-automatic 
foed (with 
nclosure of' 
danger points) 
Enclosures or 
bar1'1ers · 
arn1ng enclos-
ures (usually 
adjustable to 
stock bein 
f'od) 
TABLE I GUAlU>S--POirlTS OF OPFP.ATIO"tJ3 
ction of rd 
.:jtock fed by 
chutes, hoppers 
conveyors, mov-
ble dies, deal 
feed l'olls, etc. 
Enclosure wil 
not admit any 
part of body. 
arrier or en-
closure admits the 
onerator t s hand, 
but warns h1 
before danger 
one is reached. 
Advantages 
(a)Generally in-. 
creases produc-
tion. (b)Onerator can not 
not place hands 
1n danP.er zone. 
(a )Makes "hard to 
guard" machi.n 
safer. (b)Generally does 
not interrer 
1th production. (c)Easy to install. 
(d)Admits v.ary1ng 
sizes of stock. 
Limitation 
(a)Excess1v 
1nsta11at1o~ 
cost for 
hort run~ (b)Bequires 
skilled 
aintenanco. (c)Not adapta-
·ble to vari-
ations in 
tock. 
Typical machin 
on which used 
.king and candy 
,ch1 
Circular saws 
Punch pressed 
,i,extilQ picker 
pod planera 
'ood shaper 
and saws 
Circular sa-ws 
Cloth cutter 
Dough brakes 
Ice crushers 
Jointers 
Lea.ther stripper 
Roclt crushers 
Wood shapers 
}-..I 
w 
Type of guard-
ing method 
Special Jigs 
and feeding 
devices 
TABLE I (continued) 
Action of guard 
Hahd operated 
feeding devices 
of metal or wood 
i.vhich keep the 
operator's hands 
at ''a safe dist-
ance from the dan-
ger point. 
Advantages 
(a)May .speP-d 
production as 
well as snf e-. 
uard machines. (b)Generally 
economical for 
long jobs. 
Limitation 
{a)Machine it-
self not 
guardad; 
safe opera-
tion depends 
upon correct 
use of device 
(b)Requires good 
employee 
training and 
close super-
vision . (c)Suitable for 
limited types 
of work. 
Typical machines 
on which used 
Circular saw 
Dough brak 
Jointors 
eat grincters 
Paper cutters 
Punch presses 
3 This is a portion of the table on "Guards--points of operation" Accident 
Prevention Manual f.Qt Industrial Operations, Notional Safety Council, Chicago, 
Ill . Pages 122-124. 
f,-S 
.p. 
15 
C 
tar the need for guard h been e tabl1 hed, it is 
nee ss ry to s cur the best design, the finest aterials and 
the safe t construction av ilable. ince all st tes do not 
use unifo m safety code , it is advisable to follo i the 
A dard Code i malci g up guards ~ Gener lly 
peakin, 
te istics:4 
guard should hav many o~ th follo 1 g charac 
1 . Provide osi~ive pot cti n. 
2 . Pr vent all ccess to the d nge zone during 
oper tions . 
3. Cause the operator no disco fort nor inconvenience . 
4 . ot interfere ith production. 
5. Operate autonatically or 1th minimu, effort. 
6 . e d sig ed for th job and t e machine. 
7. Preferably be a built-in feature. 
8 . Provide for machine oiling, inspection, adjustment 
and repair . 
9. iith t nd long use with 1 imu11 aintenance. 
10. esi t nor~al lear and shock . 
11 . e curable, fire and corrosion resistant, and 
easily repaired. 
12 . ot constitute a haz rd itself ( ithout splinters, 
sharp corners, rough edges, or other ources or 
injury). 
13 . Protect a ainst any contingency, not erely against 
normal operation . 
4 Accide t Prevention l anual f.!2!. Industrial Operations, 
tional afety Council, Chica o, Ill., pa~ 117. 
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14 ~ Con.for 1th the ~ro sion of th A e ican ('.Ot d rd oci tion Codes. ,.,,, 
t ri ls sed in onstructin guards re sh et et 1, 
rfor ted tal, e nde metal, ta 
and h avy ire •. esh. Sor.ie ood n uard 
rd bar stock 
re l;;.)o used . 
Pla tic g d · r co in o use her 1n ~ ction o th 
oving p ts oft e chine 1 n c ·.s .y Alumin a.d oft 
t l re used hen~ 1 tanc to rust 1~ ~ 1rnportan 
fact r. (. bl I r r rnateri""'ls nd di n io .., o -uards ) 
A 11 d signe, 11 con~tructed and 
111 not revent ccidents ft ~ork r do 
intain d gua d 
not unde st nd 
the op rat-on o sch gu d. Every orker or tud nt shoul 
be c refully i struct 1 th function n v lue of the 
guard on hi chine. Ba 1c in truction 1th hich every 
achine ope tor should be am111ar o 11st .d h re:' 
1. Rem v t e u rds only a n ce sary and a uthorized 
for ju~t nt, oiling, epai so ~etting up ne job . 
lac the gu s po ptly. 
2. D not operat. the machine unle .. the g rd is 1n place ., 
in good condition nd in perfect ork1n order . 
3. loves, neckl e, neckties and loo e clothin should not 
be .orn ar ·n r, 1n ac 1nery or .ov:lng guard . 
4. h before oiling, adiu~ting, re ai ing 
pat . ver attempt to oil a machine throu h th 
unle~s t1c rd has been de ir, od for tha purp c. 
es under rep 1r or adjust ent so th 1 
acci nt l • 
6. I i 1 cs ary for ore th none pe on to ork 
; ccidcnt Prevention .anual !2!:, Indu t 
National fety Co cil, Chic go, I 1. , pag 
TABLE II STANDARD TERIAL AND D • SIO S FOR GUARDS6 
aterial 
oven ire 
Expanded 
Metal 
Perforated 
metal 
Sheet metal 
ood or metal 
strip crossed 
ood or r:ietal 
strip not 
cro ed 
Standard 
Rail 
Clearance 
from part 
at all 
points 
Under 4° 
4 to 15"' 
Under 4° 
4 to 1511 
Under 11 
4 to 15" 
Under 4' 
4 to 15" 
Under 4" 
to 15' 
Under 411 
4 to 15" 
L rgest 
mesh or 
opening 
llowed 
i" 
2" 
i' 
2" 
t'-' 
2" 
.. " 
••• 
i' 
2' 
it 
1" 
1nimum 
gage (U.S. 
Standard 
or thickness 
No . 16 
No . 12 
No . 18 
No . 13 
No . 20 
No . 14 
No . 22 
Oa 22 
ood 374 inch 
Metal o. 16 
ood 3/4 inch 
etal No , 16 
Wood 374 inch 
Met 1 o. 16 
ood 3/4 inch 
Metal No ,. 16 
tinirnum, 15 1+' li" Pipe 
aximum, 20' li" li" Angle1ron 
2• x411 2°x4" ood 
inimum 
height of 
guard fro 
floor or 
platform 
level 
6' 
5 
6 • 
5' 
6• ;• 
6' 
5' 
42" 
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6 'Safeguarding achinery," National Safetx ~, arch, 
1945, page 131. 
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achine, don't tart it or "inch it und r po er unless 
everyone is in the clear. 
7. Report any guard that is not adjusted properly or working 
perfect.ly . 
8 . Don ' t'cheatn the guard by tying it don, blocking it or 
otherwise making it inoperative . 
9. If it is necessary tor ~ch betleen moving parts, use a 
hoo, stick, tongs, 1~ r other accessory. 
E. Conclusions 
In the fight to cut down accidental injuries, there are 
to lines of defense . The first line should consist of 
designing and operating the machinery o carefully that they 
become potential hazards . Personal protective quipment 
hould be considered as the second line of defense . It 1 
far bett r to eliminate the hazards than to depend upon 
personal protective equipment . 
1th even the best available designs and operations all 
accidents would not be prevented . The human element is a 
very deci ive factor in preventing accidental injury . The 
usually quoted 15 to 85 per cent places the brunt of the 
accident causes on the human element . This ratio is based 
on studie hich attempt to fix the cause of an accident to 
one particula thing and ignore the fact that most 1njurie 
are a co bination of unsafe acts and physical hazard . It 
is usually pos ible to improve on the factors behind thee 
faults . To select a capable, alert, physically fit orker 
and give him complete instruction on ho to safely op rate 
the machine ould 11thout a doubt decrease the number of 
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accidents attributed to unsafe acts . Correcting such 
physical hazards as improper equipment, unsafe building 
conditions, and i mproper working condi t ions ould result in 
a decline in the number of accidents caused by physical 
hazards . 
The number of accidental injuries chargeable to 
machinery akes it imperative that al l possible steps be 
taken to improve the guarding devices . The point- of-
operation and the power transmission apparatus must be 
considered hen attempting to provide ell guarded machinery . 
The guards should be simple in design and turdy in con-
struction . They should co ply 1th the uniform code of the 
American Standards Associations . Table II lists the 
standard materials and dimen ions for guards . 
Every machine operator should become familiar with a 
set of safety rules and practice them. In so doing, he is 
not only e11 inating some of the personal c uses pf accidents, 
but is helping to eliminate ome of the echanical faults by 
using the afety equipment provided . 
\ 
j 
• I . . \ 
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CHA R III 
C CUL ~A 1 
The circular a is probably the ost usefUl nd th 
ost u ed r 11 oo ork1 a chin • Be 1 s numerous 
sa ing o eration, for w ic tis machine is especial y 
suitable, ny other operat ons, such as edg planing, 
haping of oldin , ·cut ng of roove, rabbet and tenon, 
nd 1n some cases, bring and orti ing, may be done on the 
c1 cular a . 
Because of its large v r1ety of us s, the circular aw 
i 0 of the first po r machine to be sei ct hen 
oo orking sop 1 being quip ed. It is in constant use 
in school o6d ork sho s, hoe er ft shops and in ny main-
ten n and r pair hops . 
The general nd extensi e use of the circular sa oft n 
c use th ·orker to b o e car les in the operation or thi 
machin. A circul r table saw, how ver, is one of the ost 
dangerou machines ade, and should never be operated b 
nervou, carele s or untrain d persons . 
he ci cular a should be properly m 1ntained and in 
good condition at all ti es . The saw blade should al ay b 
properly set and h rp in ord r to prevent 0 kickbacks' and 
over e ting the • In all cases, every av ilable 
prec ut on should be used in oper ting the circular sa • 
A. Prelirnina I Consideratiog 
The gener 1 urpose table saw is involved in more 
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ccid nt t n any other ood orkin m chin . lthou h 
m ny uards ha b n d igned to 1 sen these z rd, 
r 1 foolproof g r, th t c n be u d und all condition 
h snot yet b en in nt d. Th gu rd furni h is o t in 
the ay and must oved for measurin and for c rta1 
t es o cutt n. So o er tor, th r for, unlos co 
p llad to use tho guard, fall into the habit of usi t 
sa ithout t e uard . 
fety _ in circul r table op r .... 
tion r quire :1 
1. Proper rds. 
2. a1nt nance or sa in proper con 1t1on. 
3. af orkin habits . 
Accordi g to state ent 1n a public tion of Th 
tional af ty Council,2 the principl ean or p v nting 
injurie on the circul. t' 
follo in ord rt 
may be summed up in th 
or L 
p 
1. 
rp. 
2 .. 
1 U it d t t~ Bure u of Labo · t tistic, De rt nt 
bor, Bulletin 67, Snf ty _s_1b .... 3-.... ...... t.... s, 1 44, p el 1. 
2 chinery ru39. Equipment, 
at1onal af ty Council. 
f raet1ce 
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of ork bing done. ~or ex rnpl, rip nd cut-off 
saw teeth differ in des1g for different kinds of 
wood nd for dif erent purpos s. If properly 
maintained, the sa will be ell oiled and the 
bl d free from 11 d fects . A s . in good con-
dition and running at correct speed 111 cut ea ily, 
smoothly and straight. 
3. Adegu te .§....!. guards. &l guard a e considered 
adequate .hen they confo rn with standard safety 
co e . Since 11 states do not have the~ m safety 
equirements, it is difficult to discuss ndequate 
sa gu rds. 3According to the American ~tandar s 
v ociation, ood orkers have agreed that the 
follo 1ng guards re the most useful 1n safeguarding 
a ci cular saw: (a) euards beneath the table , (b) 
hods, (c) spreaders, nd (d) anti-kickback do6s. 
4. rniliaritl _.!ih ----?il!. s.ng, their operation. Every 
operator should be familiar with the type of work 
hich may be performed by the circular sa. Bvery 
operator should be carefully instructed on how to 
oper te the s :v . The operator should understand 
the purpo e of the gu rds and not regard them as 
unn c ssary nuisance . 
5. Prope; flooring. In order for the operator to 
obt in the best results from a circular sa, he must 
have sufficient space in hich to handle the materi 1. 
Jtini u clear nee on each orking side of a 1p or 
cross- cut bench or table ss should be equal to thre 
r ct more than the longest material handled. It is 
also 1 portant th t no o her pe son is regularly 
orking in lino ith the sa here he might be hit 
by material n case of kickbacks. Heavy duty 
machinery should be loc ted on the ground floor to 
eliminate most of the vibrations due o hig speed 
oper ting. A cushion of felt, rubber, cork, or other 
elastic materi 1 bet een the machine ba e and the 
floor elirninat s some vibrations and noise. These 
ust be f stened to the floor by bolts that are 
independent of the achine b se. Slipping and tripping 
naz rds hould be eli inated about the oodworking 
machines by use of non-slip nats or other non-slip 
materi ls. Provisions should be mado for collecting 
chips and sa dust before they get on the floor or the 
floor should be thor ughly cleaned ~t frequent 
intervals. 
achinerY, 
1944 . 
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6. Proper lighting. Proper lighting is of vital 
importance. Over lighting 1s often as bad as 
insufficient illumination. It is a idedpread 
belief among men experienced in accident .... prevention 
ork that improper lighting is a factor in perhaps 
25 per cant of all avoidable accidents in the 
country. All lighting cquipnent should bo giv n 
proper attention as to cleaning and adjusting. 
Color of ceilings, w lls, floors and equiprnont has 
ad finite bearing on proper lighting. It is 
suggest d that colors hich absorb less light be 
used and dangerous and important parts of equipm nt 
be of contrasting colors. 
7. Properly conditioned stock . Stock that is free from 
undue warping and knots may be considered proper 
stock. arped stock 111 pinch O" bind the sa 
causing kickbacks and over-heating. Trying to saw 
improper stock requires more effort on tle part of 
the operator to control the wood, thus increasing 
the danger of his slipping, losing his balance or 
running his hand into the rotating blade. 
8. Suitable clothing. The operation of some machines 
requires special protective clothing such as gloves, 
shoes, goggles and helmets . Although special 
clothes are not required to operate the circular 
sa, glove, necklaces, and loose clothing should 
not be worn around moving machinery. 
Failure to use guards supplied and operating faulty 
machines cause rnany accidents. One of the greatest causes 
of accidents on the ci cular sow is the careless attitude of 
t e operator. Because of its wide general use, the owners 
and operators often become indifferent and careless in 
operating the circular saw.. ·orkmen who have 0 learned" on 
unguarded machine usually resist guards. ince all opera-
tions of the circulars 1 can not be guard d, the operators 
have a tendency to remove all guards. Some orkers believe 
4 American Standard Safety QQg£ !£!:. .oodworking racbinory, 
American Standards Association, Approved February 25, 1944. 
guards slow up operations nd efficiency of themselves and 
the machine . 
Types 2f. Accident on the Circular Sa: 
-- -
As has been 
2 
previously stated, the circular aw is one of the most 
dangerous of all ood orking machines. According to stati -
tics compiled by officials of the.United St tes Department of 
Labor,' 53.4 per cent of all oodworking machine injuries er 
caused by circular saws. These figures ere based on a survey 
of woodworking machine injuries in the state of Ne York for 
the year of 1944. Of ,,23; accidents reported from ood-
orking machines, 28 were fatalities or total permanent dis-
abilities and 19 of these ere caused by circular table sa s. 
ComMon accid nts suffered by operators of the circular 
table sa may be divid d into three groups, namely (1) injuries 
to hands and arms, (?) kickback injuries, and (3) eye injuries . 
1. Injuries~ Hand ?nd ~: Contact with the sa 
either ubove or belo the table causes th, injuries received 
on the hands and arms. Above the tnble contact re .... ults when 
tho operator is feeding or re~oving stock Under table 
contacts occu when the operator is cle ning sa dust or making 
adjustments und r tha table. Accidents caused by contact vary 
from a minor cut to the conplete loss of a finger or fingers. 
The 1943 edition of Accident Facts6 sho s that hands and 
' Uni t·ed States Bureau of Labor 
Labor, Bulletin 67, Safety Subjects, 
6 Accident Facts, 1943 Edition, 
page 20. 
-
Statistics, Department of 
1944, page 93 .. 
National Safety Council, 
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finger are the most frequently injured portions of the body. 
One out of ~very nine injuries as attributed to u ing hand 
tools while 26 per cent ere caused by machinery . 
2 . Kickback Injuriesa hen pieces of stock wh1ch are 
being sawed are thro n back ith great force and speedt it is 
called a kickback . These kickbacks are caused s follows: 7 
(1) when sa, has too little set; (2) when the plitter guard 
is not used; (3) hen the clearance block (Figure 8) is not 
used hen cro scutting; (4) when a small piece of wood falls 
on an unguarded revolving saw or is icked up by its back 
teeth; (5) hen badly arped t ock is being sawed . These 
sometimes strike the ope ator 1th enough force to cause 
serious injury . 
3. Eye Injuries: ,'orkcrs suffer eye injuries from flying 
chips, knots, slivers tmd sa dust. Injuries to the eye are 
very serious and frequently result in the oss of si ht from 
either one or both eyes. 
able III give a complete listi g of common accidents 
occurring on the circular a and methods of preventing same. 
Types .Q! Guards Required: The vers tility of the bench, 
variety or circular t able sa s makes the problem r safe-
guarding much greator than guarding a single operation machine . 
All operations of the circular table sa can not be guarded, 
7 Hjorth, Her an, Operation .Qf Common ~ oodworkin3 Machines, il aukee: The Bruce Publishing Company, 1942, page • 
TAB · III CIRCUL 
Type of ork 
don 
ip ing 
Cro s-cut ing 
B veling 
Cham1" rin 
T ering 
Ra betting 
1ter1ng 
Grooving 
Dadoing 
Squaring 1th o rd 
u nt1ty in 
after p t erns 
Cutting tenons 
king different 
Joint : 
Dado joint 
Slip joints 
d la joints 
Cro lap 
joint 
Spline iter joint 
Cutt ng st 1 ht 
. moldings 
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ACCIDE "TS AID PR TIO S 
Accident 
It z rd 
ICic bac s 
Binding of a 
bled 
Per onal cont ct 
1th blade 
Bok n blades 
urning sa 
In dequate 
floor pc 
Slip ery fioors 
Improper 
lighting 
Imp:ro er 
clot ing 
P v ntion 
Use rip nc for 
r1pp1n. 
U e ero s-cut fenc 
for cro -cutting. 
U e hood guard wte 
possible .• 
U e guard 1th 
pli rand anti-
kickback dogs . 
U ea helper hen 
sa ing long pieces. 
Use feather board 
and push tics. 
en ripping short 
stock, rip fro 
both end. 
Kno hat you are 
doing. 
Observ all saf ty 
rule. 
K p bands cle r or 
and in front of the 
moving blade. 
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but henever possible, guards should be used . Some circular 
saws are manufactured 1th one arbor and o e with two . 
Some sa s have tilting tables and some tilting arbors . All 
types are adaptable to cross- cutting, ripping, grooving, 
dadoing, rabbeting, tenoning and mitering . No one guard has 
been designed to furnish adequate protection for this large 
variety or work . 
For safety in operation, the circular saw should bo 
equipped ith to guards . One, the hood , hich covers the 
part of the sa blade hich projects above the table, and the 
other, the splitter, h1ch keeps the sa kerf open so the 
ood being sa ed does not pinch and cause dangerous kickbacks. 
The splitter guard lso keeps stock from being pulled or 
pushed around the back of the sa, thus resulting in a kick-
back . 
The hood and splitter guards are not the only guards 
used on the circular saw. The portion of the blade beneath 
the table should be ell guarded to prevent contact with the 
moving blade. Anti-kickback dogs and guards designed for 
special types of work are also used to lessen accident hazards . 
1 . Hoods: Each circular sa should be guarded by a 
hood which covers the portion of the sa above the table hen 
not in use; and the portion of th_e saw above the material 
being cut . The hood mounting shall be arranged so the hood 
will automatically adjust itself to the thickness of and 
remain in contact with stock . It shall be made of adequate 
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trength and designed so that the op rator may see the cut 
but be ,roteot d from plinters and broken sa teeth. It 
shall be mounted so as to insure positive, reliable operation. 
It should be of strong, shatter-proof, non-explo~ive materials. 
The hoodsmay be ade of aluminum or magne ium alloy. If 
made of plywood, they should be of substantial construction. 
Hoods should have thin liner pieces of ood at the bottom of 
cast-metal sides to protect the sa teeth. Hoods ar made of 
soft material so that if the running saw comes in contact 
1th the hood, the sa 111 not be materially damaged. Latest 
designs sho hoods made of plastic and plex1-glass bein used 
where visibility of cut is necessary. 
2 . Splitter Guards: Every table saw shall be provided 
ith a spreader or splitter to prevent materials from 
squeezing or binding the sa. This guard, shaped like a 
curved s ord, is usually made of sa steel or tool steel. It 
shall be thinner than the aw kerf but thicker than the saw 
blade. The splitter may be mounted on the sa arbor or on 
the guard hooa. If Mounted on the sa arbor, it should be 
mounted one-half inch back of the a and should bet o 
inches wide at table level. (See Figures 1 and 2) 
3. Anti-kickback Fingers: A circular sa used for 
ripping should be guarded 1th anti-kickback fingers. Kick-
backs on rip sa s are usually caused by one of the follo ing:8 
1. Failure to provide spreader or splitter. 
8 American Standard Safety Code !2!:. ood orking Machinery, 
American Standards Association, Approved February 2;, 1944. 
2. I properly conditioned aw allo ing material to 
pinch on sa and rise from the table . 
3. Impro,ar alignment of gauge or fence . 
4 . Improperly conditioned or t isted grain lumber . 
,. Improper design or mounting of kickback dogs . 
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The anti-kickback fin ers or dogs prevent the s w fro 
pushing the stock up and back at the operator . They shall b3 
mounted on the hood and designed to provide adequate holding 
power for all thickne ses of materials being cut . They 
should dig into and hold the stock securely in case of any 
back ard motion . They must 1ork instantl y and equally w 11 
on all thicknesse of ~aterial . 
4 . Special Guards: Some operations of the circular sa 
can not be guarded . The dadoing, grooving and rabbeting 
operations are not easily guarded by standard equipment. 
Special jigs or push sticks, ( See Figure 9) hich keep the 
hand of the operator at least t elve inches from the point or 
operation, ma y be easily designed for these jobs or special 
machines set asid for this type of ork only . 
Feather boards (See Figure 10) are used in the resawing 
process . To resa means to sa a board or plank into tlo 
or more thinner boards . The feather board is clamped so that 
the fingers be r firmly against the stock being sa ed, holding 
it against the ripping fence . The feather board ill permit 
stock to be pu hed for ard but will prevent it from going 
backward . 
A fillister iece hould be used to make the hood 
effective whe cutting narro strips with a rip saw. This 
should be made of wood about two inches ide, about 
three-fourths inch thick or slightly thinner than the 
thickn ss of th~ aterial being cut . It should be provided 
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1th cleats or brackets at the ends so that it 111 either 
fit dmn over the front and back ends of the table, or can be 
quickly attached to the fence or "auge. This piece is 
attached bet een rip fence and sa so that the guard may pe 
dropped to normal cutting position. This provides normal 
guard effectiveness even 1hile cutting narro pieces . 
Limitations: All guards have their limitations . The 
manufact ure of guards has become a considerable business . 
anufacturers are constantly on the lookout for ne designs 
hich will provide greater safety. Homemade guards, hich are 
ell made and properl y designed are sometimes as effective as 
the manufactured guards . any of the guards used are make-
shifts and are so cumbersome to use that they invite operation 
ithout the guard . 
B. Analyses Q! Selected Table Saw Guards 
After a careful study of illustrated literature furnished 
by the manufacturers of guards for circular saws, the fol-
lowing guards ere selected as examples for ·study . A great 
many of the guards a~e of the same principle and therefore, 
ill not be specifically described. inimum requirements have 
been adopted by safety engineers . The guards discussed here 
are the ones hich come the nearest to fulfilling those 
requirements . The Delta and the Boice- Crane are so nearly 
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identical with the ~allace product that they will b omitted. 
Manufacturer: J. D. Wallace and Company. 
achine: No. 11 Universal Sa • 
Manufacturer's Guard, Type lill£! Installation: An aluminum, 
cage type guard with splitter and anti-kickback dogs attached. 
The unit is attached directly to the arbor bracket at the 
rear of the saw. (See Figure 1) Belo1 the table the blade 
is protected by a fixed cage guard which also serves as a 
sa dust chute. 
The .allace machines are the only circular saws on the 
market which are supplied 1th an electric light assembly . 
The light unit is portable and may be attached to the fence 
and it is adjustable to any position. This is not considered 
standard equipment and must be purchased separately. 
Function: The guard unit consisting of hood, splitters, 
and anti-kickback dogs tilts when the sa blade is tilted, 
thus alignment is automatic. Tho cage type hood is pivoted 
in such a manner that the blade is gu rded during the process 
of either ripping or cross-cut sa ing& The splitter prevents 
the binding of the ood against the al blades. 
In ca e of binding, the nti- kickoack dogs prevent the 
materials from being thro n backward. The metal housing 
enclosing the portion of the blade below the table serves as 
a guard ngainst flying sawdust and contact 1th moving blade . 
Analysis: The ·Cage guard on the hood is made of aluminum, 
with vertically slotted ides so the operator may see the cut. 
AUTOMATIC 
NT I-KICKBACK 
DEVICES 
PORTABLE ELECTRIC LIGHT 
ASSEMBLY 
SLOTTED HOOD ADMITS 
LIGHT 
FIGURE 1 
AUTOMATIC GUARD UNIT FOR THE WALLACE 
UNIVERSAL SAW NO. 11 
I.} 
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Automatic alignment of the guard unit ls possible since th 
cage is mounted on the splitter ad the splitter is mounted 
on tho arbor frame. he plitter is straight edged r ther 
than curved to conform with the sa curvatur • Two anti-
kickback dogs (the Delta has four) are mounted in an eccentric 
pattern on the splitter . Thee are m de of flat steel with 
ser ted ens which make it possible for them to grip and hold 
fast any thickness of material being a ed . 
Limitations: Hoods mounted on the splitter may be used 
even if material being cut extends beyond the sides of the sa 
table . This type of mounting is not practical for grooving , 
dadoing or rabbeting. To perfor these operations, the entire 
, iard unit must be removed from the sav table. This caus s a 
loss of time . 
anufacturer: Oliver achinery Company . 
Machine: odel No. G-80 Saw Guard . 
Manufacturer •s Gui-..rd, Type .fill£ Installation: A guard unit 
consisting of hood, anti-kickback, counterweights and bracket 
for boltinr on column now is furnished as regular equipment 
with the Oliver sa s . The hood is made of cast aluminum, 1s 
vibrationless and has a long nose angle for easy cceptance 
of ood. A standard mounted to one side of the table supports 
the eounter-balanced hood . he splitter guard is attached to 
the sa arbor and elevates with the blade. The anti-kickback 
dogs are attached on both sides of the hood at the rear. 
hen hood is lo ered for cutting protection, the anti-kickback 
COUNTER-BALANCED HOOD 
MOUNTED WITH ARII BRACKET 
AUTOMATIC ANTI-KICKBACK 
DEVICE ON BOTH SIDES 
- ~, -.. " 
-"&...,_......_ _ \. 
- ~ 
\ 
CURVED STEEL SPLITTER 
GUARD MOUNTED TO MOVE 
WITH ALL BLADE ADJUSTMENTS 
FIGURE 2 
ADJUSTABLE HOOD 
HOOD ROSE HAS LOW 
ANGLE-OF-ATTACK 
lb 
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dogs pres~ a ainst materials being cut to prevent kickbacks . 
In roviding added protection, all revolving parts of 
the Oliver machines ar housed ith1n the frame of machi e 
and either entirely enclo ed or protected it suitable guards. 
All he larger size machines ith motor 2HP or over are 
furnished 1th built-in ush button magnetic control hich 
supplies both overload and low-volt ge protection . Most 
Oliver machines are furnished ith quick-stop mechani cal brakes , 
some of hich are interlocked with the cutoff switch so tha t 
when the brake is applied the current is automaticall y cut off 
and the cutter is brought t o a quick s top. 
Function: The vertical raising hood must be rnanu lly 
adjusted to cover the saw hen it is tilted as for bevel cuts . 
The hood being pivo ed in the center of the top, raises afore 
hen the boa~d is inserted and rides flat as the board is 
advanced. ivhen the pivot point is passed, the front of the 
hood drops don to cover the sa~. The anti-kickback dogs 
prevent backward movemen~ of stoc being cut . 
Analysis: The hood of the Oliver guard is partially 
open . (See Figure 2) The old type guard~ had solid ~etal 
side a~d ~ere divided in the middle . The hood is rnade of 
cast aluminum, hich will not materially damage th sa 
teeth in ca e of contact. The arbor attached splitter is of 
flat, straight design and is moved up and down with the sa 
blade adjustment. The anti-kickback dogs conform to regul -
tions. The lo er portion of the machine is encased in a 
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solid metal casing. 
Limitations: The use of the counter eight requires extra 
upervision. Extreme care is required to see that the counter-
eight is not altered or adjusted to keep the hood in a raised 
position at all times. The guard unit is attached to the side 
of the table 1th a bracket. This arrangement makes it easy 
to leave the guard unit up during all operations. A hood 
mounted on an arm attached to the side of the table can be used 
on ost grooving, dadoing or rabbeting operations, but it 
limits the size of work that can be cut on the saw . Anti-kick-
back fingers should be attached to the splitter guard in tead 
of. to the hood . 
Manufacturer: Flohr Manufacturing Company. 
achine: P.utomatic Saw Guard. 
anufacturer's Guard,~~ Installation: The Flohr Auto-
matic Sa Guard is of the hood design and 1s equipped with 
anti-kickback fingers. These guards are made in sizes to fit 
the smallest sa , and up to the 36 inch diameters . The unit is 
secured to the table 1th bracket mountings. 
Function: The Flohr Automatic Tilting Guards work on all 
tilting tables, double or single arbor, without adjustment . 
The tilting of the table tilts the guard unit, making alignment 
automatic. These guards are suited to any type of ork, from 
the finest cabinet ~ork to the heaviest roughing . The counter-
balanced hood, mounted 1th arm bracket, is attached to the 
side of the table. (See Figure 3) The hood is designed to 
SPLITTER 
- -
COUNTER-BALANCED HOOD 
MOUNTED WITH ARM BRACKET 
AUTOMATIC ANTI-KICKBACK 
EV ICE 
FIGURE 3 
FLOHR AUTOMATIC GUARD NO. 5 FOR TILTING TABLE TOP 
STEEL BACKBONE -----
FIGURE 4 
CONSTRUCTION FEATURE OF FLOHR AUTOMATIC GUARD 
SPLITTER 
ANT I-KICKBACK 
DEVICE 
ARBOR MOUNTED HOOD 
FIGURE 5 
FLOHR AUTOMATIC GUARD FOR TILTING ARBOR SAW 
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automatically adjust itself to the varying thickness of 
lumber 1th no attention from the operator. This automatic 
adjustment, 1th the added protection of the anti- kickback 
dogs and splitter, l eaves the operator free to devote his 
entire attention to the work at hand . 
The Flohr guard for the non- tilting table saw is a steel 
spreader mounted guard hich is attached to the saw arbor . 
It has the same sturdy construction and protective features 
as the guard for tilting table sa s . The guard unit tilts 
with the tilting of the saw arbor , thus it is properly 
aligned at all times . 
Analysis: Built of steel and malleable iron, the Flohr 
guards ill ithstand any strain that may be put upon them. 
The steel backbone (See Figure 4) is unquestionably one of 
the greatest features of construction ever included in a sa 
guard . It affords unusual protection against the most serious 
·accidents. The teel bar is placed directly over the sa so 
that it is impossible for the broken sa to injure the 
operator . 
The lo er portion of the hood is ttached in a manner 
which permits it to rise and fall with the varying thickness 
of the stock. The splitter is attached at the back of th 
hood and prevents the stock from binding the saJ blade . The 
anti-kickback dogs conform 1th standard regulations . They 
are attached to the hood arm just back of the hood nd firmly 
grasp the stock and prevent kickbacks . 
Limitations: All guards are limited in the amount of 
protection they provide8 These guards furnish adequate 
protection for ripping and cross-cut sa ing but can not be 
used to any advantage for grooving, dadoing and rabbeting. 
The design of the sides does not permit a clear view of the 
ork being cut. To anti-kickback dogs, one on either side 
of the splitter, are single pointed. More dogs of varying 
lengths would serve to a greater advantage. Single pointed 
dogs 111 not grasp all thicknesses of stock. 
ianufacturer: The Surty 1anufacturing Company, Inc . 
Machine: The Surty Sa Guard. 
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¥anufacturer •s Guard, I.YE.£~ Installation: The Surty guard 
for circular saws meets all specifications of the American 
Standards Association. It is of open front hood design with 
spreader and kickback protection. This guard is installed on 
the throat plate, which makes it one of the roost convenient 
guards for variety saw tables . The Surty Company manufactures 
guards designed to fit .all types of saws . All guards are of 
the same construction, featuring anti-kickback dogs and 
splitter guards. They differ in mounting only. The guards 
for the tilting top an tilting arbor saws are mounted dir ctly 
on the throat plate . The guard unit for the home craft saw is 
attached to long arm hich is attached to the throat plat. 
(See Figure 7) 
Function: The functions of these guards are the sa e as 
have been previously described . The hood rides on the board 
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and protects the operator from the moving blade.. The spreader 
prevents the wood from binding and causing kickbacks. The 
ant1-k1ckl?ack dogs are provided. to comply with state codes 
and are attached to the splitter guard at the rear of the hood ~ 
Anal¥sis: The open front of the cast aluminum hood 
permits view of the work. Hardwood insert strips prevent 
slivers from raising off material being cut . The spreader is 
made of saw steel, tempered and ground .. The hood mounted on 
two rollers and traveling at an angle to the rear prevents 
kickbacks .. Anti-kickback dogs are provided to comply with 
state safety codes . 
Limitations: When dado work is done this guard must be 
removed from the mach1ne o The throat plate must be lifted 
out and another plate inserted ., This causes loss of time and 
the operator is tempted to leave it off for all operations . 
It sometimes occurs that the largest saws that can be used on 
a table can not be used with this guard because there is not 
enough space at the rear of the saw to accommodate the splitter .. 
This guard has only two anti-kickback dogs . They are located 
one on either side of the guard .. They are used only to con-
form with the standard codes, while the chief anti-kickback 
prevention is the angle at which the splitter is set . 
c. Conclusions 
Since the invention of the first crude circular saw in 
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HOYECRAFT TILTING ARBOR SAW GUARD, SURTY MFG. CO. 
PIGURE 8 
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FIGURE 10 
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Holland in 1777,9 many changes have been made. The first 
circular saw was introduced in America in 1814 .10 In 1917, 
the J . D. allace Company introduced the first gear driv n 
table saw . From these early beginnings, e have seen the 
circular saw gro into a modern, single ar bor or double arbor 
machine ith many uses . The first tilting arbor saw was 
introduced in 1917 . The modern machines have either tilting 
arbors or tilting table tops . 
Necessity £1:. Guards: Each ne development in tho 
circular saw increased the number and types of operations 
possible . These in turn increased the problem of adequate 
guarding. ·o single guard can be expected to protect the 
operator of a circular sa on all cuts required of any given 
saw . 
The fact that the circular saw is so common has increased 
the necessity of guards. The operators become careless in 
operating the machines and are subjected to sevem1njur1es . 
These injuries, in some cases, result in permanent disabili-
ties and in a fe cases death. 
hat the Guard~ Q.Q.: The guard of the circular saw 
must protect the hands of tho operator from contact 1th the 
saw blade on all ripping, cross- cutting and mitering operations, 
9 Hjorth, Herman, Operation .Q.!: Common ·ood orking Machines . 
Milwaukee. The Bruce Publishing Company, 1942, page 2 . 
10 H. E. Tautz and c. J. Fruits,~ Modern Motor- Driven 
oodworking Shop, Volume 1, page 4? . 
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oven :ith the table or arbor at any degree of tilt; it should 
prevent binding, and it must eliminate kickbacks. 
Some suggested requirements '!.hich help 1•ooue the ucci'""' 
dent hazards or the circular sar are listed: 
1 ,.. Provido for visibil.1 ty of the saw bl de during 
cutting process. Thls may be done with open front 
hoods or by using glass or plastic in front of guard . 
2.. Ro supplied ith ant1-Jr.ickback dogs .• 
3. Furnish a splitter or spreader if the saw table is: 
not equipped .1th same . 
4 . Use push stickt clearance boards and feather boards (See Figures 8, 9, and 10) when using the regular 
guard is impossible@ 
, . Supply proper lighting. 
6. P~ov1de proper floor space and a non-skid floor. 
7.. Guard tha portion of the oavi1 beneath the table .. 
8 ... Provide a means or sawdust exhausting to prevent. 1 t 
from blowing into the eyes . 
Ant1-Kickb55ek Dogs: Kiekbaeks rnay be prevented by 
properly installed dogs or cams of adequate strength and 
length. These are usually made .of flat steel ith serrated 
ends .. The purpose of these is to prevent the s w blade from 
pick1ng up the stock and shoving it baek ard with great force .. 
The kickbacks of the e1rcular sa are one of the major causes 
of injuries received in op-rating the circular sa, .. 
D·inding Prevention: SplitteT guards have proved effective 
in alleviating the dangers caused by the stock b1nd1ng and 
cl mping on the saw blade. If the saw table is not equipped 
1th a splitter, the guard unit must supply this. The 
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CHAPTER IV 
GUJuD FO , JOI TERS 
The jointer or hand planer (See Figure 11) is, next to 
the circular saw, the ~ost nece sary nd u eful of all wood-
orking machines . This machine, invented in England by 
1 . 
Samuel Bentham in 1793, has become indispensable to the 
modern shop because of thee se, speed and accuracy ith 
which ood can be planed on it . 
Ag in, except for the circular sa , the jointer or hand 
pl n r is the most dangerous of all ood orking achines. 
The high peed cutting hea equipped wi h very sharp knives 
is enough to classify this machine among the most dangerous . 
A. Pre11minari Considerations 
Only a few guards are available for the jointer . It is 
generally accepted that the existing guarding devices for 
the jointer furnish dequate protection to the operator. 
Despite this accepted opinion, it is a mistake to think any 
jointer is safe if it is possible for the fingers to get 
against the head. A study of statistics proves that existing 
guards are not sufficient to eliminate this hazard. A report 
made by the officials of the United States Department of 
1 Hjorth, Herman, Operations of Comrr,on Woodworking 
Machines , Milwaukee : The Bruce Publishing Company, 1942 . 
abor sho s th t of the 1,086 r ported ~urfacing and edging 
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achine injuries, 80 per cent were ·cb rged to tho jointer . 
These statistics were based on compensated oodworking 
machine injuries· reported in the st te of Hew York. 
The jointer is fitted with revolving knives suit ble or 
tapering, rabbeting, edge planing and other miscellaneous 
ork, but its chief utility is to take the place of the hand 
plane for all sorts of wor both big and little. Every piece 
dressed must be run over the knives revolving under a slot in 
the table, and it is difficult to have guards of any kind 
that ould be foolproof. These knives, continuing to revol ve 
at high speed for some tine after the po er is off, create 
the possibility of a careless operator or by-stander getting 
his fingers in the kniv s. 
All cutting operations, unless skillfully handled, may 
result in a kickback which may cause the operator to lose his 
bal nee and accidently come in contact with the knives . Dull 
knives, slip ery floors, or too deep a cut may also result in 
the ood being thrown back and permitting the hand to drop on 
the ·knives . 
Types .Q.f Acciden s· Although the jointer is considered 
adequately guarded, accidents do occur when the machine is· 
operated in a careless m nner. · ostly of the minor nature, 
these injuries come almost entirely from getting the hands and 
2 United States Bureau of Labor Statistics, Department 
of Labor, Bulletin 67, Safety Subjects, 1944, page 93 . 
fingers against the knives . Most of these occur hen short 
pieces are being planed . 
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The u e of the cylindrical cutter head has greatly 
reduced the s verity of the joint r accide ts . The square 
cutter had is o dan rous that state las in lmost all 
states prohibit it u e . Although accidents are frequent, 
very few c use permanent disablement . Most accident result 
in artial los of one or rnore fingers. A co plet l:lsting 
of jointer ork accidents and accid nt preventions is given 
in Table IV. 
Kickbacks, the prevention of hich a guard has not been 
deign a, may occur when knots or changes of grain in stock 
are encount·ered, by t king too deep n cut, by dull knives, or 
by in ufficient pressur on the stock. Any kickback may 
cau e th finger to slip or be thrown into the bl des . The 
hort 1eces is exc ssive. Pieces hazard of jointing very 
le than 12 inches in ngth should not be planed on a jointer. 
Of all guards available for Tynes .Qf Guards Required: 
the jointer, he most common ings on a pivot and is held 
1th a spring. ( e Figure 11) The against the fence or guide 
guard is pushed aside by th tock ing planed, bu the spr ing 
holds it again t the side of the tock so th t the portion of 
the cutter he d bet en t e operator and stock is lways 
covered . Thi guard, shaped like a leg o ~utton or segDent 
of a circle, is often term d the "l - f-mutton• guard. It rnay 
be made of ood r meta . For ed e joint n, th1~ gu rd gives 
good protection, but for sur ace jointing, it leave uch of 
4? 
TABLE IV JOI TER--ACCIDENTS AD PREVE TIOWS 
Type of ork 
done 
Edge planing 
End ood 
planing 
Face p1:-an1ng 
Squaring stock 
to dimensions 
Tapering 
- Rabbeting 
Beveling · 
Chamfering 
Planing an 
octagon using 
a V block 
Accident 
Hazards 
Kick-backs 
Flying chips 
Personal contact 
I proper light 
Improper flooring 
Improper clothing 
Preventions 
Give complete attention 
to ork. 
U e all available guards . 
Observe all safety rules. 
Do not attempt to 
plane board less than 
12 inches. 
Use pusher for face 
planing. 
See that knives are 
sharp. 
" Do not take too deep a 
cut. 
l Don't hold hands too nea~ end of bo rd. 
, Do not adjust fenco 
/ while machine is in 
motion . 
Do not ear loose 
./ clothin. 
1 
lCee floo1; clean. 
,xamin stock carefully 
for knots, plits and 
~ nails before running 
over tho jointer. 
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the knife xposed as the stock approaches and leaves the knife . 
Another gu rd, which is considered better because it 
affords more protection to the operator's hands in surfacing , 
is described by the officials of the United States Department 
of Labor as follows:3 
A etal cover over the jointer head some hat 1der than 
the opening in the table, self-adjusting vertically to 
ride the work, front edge shaped to allow easy insertion 
of the ork, self-adjustin , horizontally to the position 
of the guide to cover at all times all of the head on 
the orking side of the uide. (See Figure 13) 
Other minimum roquirements for guarding the jointer 
include the use of the cylindrical cutter head and of a sheet 
metal guard to cover the jointer head back of the guide or 
f .nee . This guard is fixed to the guide and covers the unused 
portion of the blade regardless or the position of the guide . 
(See Figure 12) 
Available jointer guards furnish adequate protection to 
the operators for all bevel-cutting, chamfering, tapering, 
edge-planing and some surface planing. or jointing thin 
stock and short pieces, a pusher is indispensable . (See 
Figure 16) 
• Analyses .Q.f Selected Guards 
All jointer ua ds are the arne in rinciple although 
they v ry in design. h re a e three basic d ign: (1) the 
1 g-of- utton, (2) the back of the fence guard, (3) the riding 
gua a . 
3 United States Bureau of Labor Stat stic, Department of 
Labor, Bulletin 67 ,. Safety Subjects, 1944, page 103 . 
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The guards discussed here ~ere selec ed because they are 
among the most efficient and most carefully designed of the 
three eneral types of guar<lin devic s. Each of the guards 
fUlf 11 the minim r quir·ements, and should give adequate 
prot ction if O er d rith kill . 
·1anufacturer: Yates-Americ n Machine Company • 
. achine: J -31 H nd Jointer Guard. 
~anufacturcr's Gu rd, Type !UL. Installation: A pring pivoted 
leg-of-mutton guard ttached to the front edge of the f~ed 
table covers the cutter blade on the side next to the operator . 
(See Figure 11) A crescent haped, sheet metal guard is 
attached to the fence and protects the unused portion of the 
knives behind the fenc. (See Figure 12) 
Function: The front guard is self-adjusting. Singing 
laterally on a sprinP, it is pushed aide by the tock as i t 
nt,rs the kniv nd r turns to position ainnt tPe fence 
hen stock has cleared the knives . Adjusting the fence moves 
the back guard into position o s to keep the unused portion 
of the kniv s uarded tall times. 
The aluminll!'l. afe y gu ra, hich c ver the 
cylind r in front of the fenc , is sturdy ands tantially 
built. The s rin hold it in po ition so thnt the cutter is 
guarded until th stock is inserted. hf' cutter knives are 
parti lly exoosed jut b foTe and ust aft r the as a e of 
the stock . Durin the cutt ng roces, the h n s are protected 
only by the thic ne s of the material bin cut. 
Ji. • . -
• 
... 
FIGURE 11 
FIGURE 12 
Limit tions: The 1 g-of-mutton guard gives adequate 
protection for edge work. 
much of 
kniv s. 
he 1 
he kni es ex osed 
On surfacing operation~, it leaves 
~ the stock is moved to .eet the 
Th s guard off r no p~otoction against kickbacks. 
-of-mutton gu rd ust be removed to permit rabbeting 
to be done. Con tant use ometimes ~eakens the spring. A 
weak ping ill not llow the gua d to return to position 
a ainst the fence quic ly enough or closely enough toke p the 
operator from getting his fingers in the revolving head . 
fanuf cturer: Surty 1fanufacturing Company. 
Lachine: Surty Jointer Guard. 
anufacturer's Guard,~ .!!!fl Installation: An aluminum, 
extension arm front guard is pivoted under the rear or out 
fed table. It is spring load d and can b turned over the 
end of the table for rabbetin. (See Figure 13) 
The unused portion of the cylinder back of the fence is 
protected 1th n luminum g ard. This guard is ixed to the 
f nee nnd moves backward or for ard when fence adjust ent is 
made. It keeps the kniv s covered a · all times . 
Eµ.nction: The SUrty Jointer Guard moves vertically for 
surfacing no horzont·11y for edge or. The guard is held 1n 
pl eG 1th springs. The shield is supplied with a guide hich 
raises automatically s the stoclr being urfaced reaches 1 t . 
A alYsis: The guard is made of aluminum and rides on the 
stock being planed. The shield moves autonatically and keeps 
constant pressure on tho ork . he guard is not moved f'rom 
the fence and the knives are never exposed . The shield 
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adju t automatically for edging. A spring returns it agains t 
the f nee 1mm diately ~rter removal of tho material. he 
portion ft e knives behind the fence is covered at all times 
with hield fi ed to the fence . 
Limitations: This guard, like the leg-of-mutton, offers 
no kickb ck or r bbeting protection . It furnishes adequa t e 
protection for all other o erations. 
anufacturer: Boice-Crane Company . 
1ach1ne: umber 1400 Jointer Guard . 
anuf acturer •s Guard,~ and I stallation: The Boice- Crane 
jointer head is guarded on both sides of the fence 1th 
lu inum 1 g-of-mutton uards. The fence h s rovisions for 
s ring hold- downs . 
Function: Both knife guards h ve double-pivot action . 
The vertical pivot allo s the guard to open ang shut over the 
knives . A torsion spring keeps the guard closed against t he 
fence or ork. The horizontal pivot lets the guard be swung 
entirely belo the table to permit rebboting . he guards 
remain bolted to the machine at all times . S ing hold- dons 
are provided for afe feedin of short or thin tock. This 
eep t ' e hands away fron the cutterhead and holds the lumber 
down while being fed fr ma short distance . 
alysis: The use of the leg- of-mutton gu rd both in 
front and back f the fonce allo s the fe ce to be movod 
for, do backward and never e pose the cutting blades. 
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The spring hold dow s are not sta~dard equirpme t nd must be 
urch sod separat ly . 
Limitations: No device prevents the fingers from getting 
into the knives . Nod vice for kickbac protection is provided . 
Like all leg-of-mutton guards, the knives are exposed jut 
before and just after the stock is passed over them in sur-
facing . The hand re protected only by the thickness of the 
ater1al during the cutting operations . 
c. Conclusions 
Few notable ch nges have been made i jointer guards in 
the last decade. The most commendable change has b en the 
acceptance of the round head cutter to replace the square head. 
The round cutter is equipped with knive hich take smaller 
bites . This tends to reduce the ki kback hazard . 'Ihe round 
head also eliminates the danger of th•o 1ng broken knives . 
Another. noteworthy change is the fact the manufacturers 
are realizing th need fr guards and are fur ishing them a 
st nda a equ p n rath r than a extras. 
~~Guards Must 122,: Effective jointer guardi g 
should do thr e thing~: 4 (1) It should shield the unused 
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portion of the cutter he d belind tbe fence; (2) it should 
cover that portion of th, cutte1:• head hich is to be used in 
the o ra ·io r quired 1d (3) it should eliminate kickbacks .. 
Guards Available: Standard guardin, equipment which is 
either provided ith the machine or may be bought separately 
1 elude three types of g~ards: (1) the leg-of-mutton, (2) 
the behind the fence guard, and (3) the guard hich rides on 
top of the stock being cut. ood home-made guard is the 
pusher. This is indispensable when planing short or thin 
ieces of stock . 
1. ~eg-.QL- utton: This guard is shaped like a leg-of-
mutton and 1s attached at a point to th side and in front of 
the jointer he d. It is arranged to sv·ing back hen material 
1 pushed through, yet the sprin pivot keeps it in contact 
with the stock at all ti~es and covers the porti n of the 
head not covered with the stock being planed. 
2 . ~ .Qf Fence Guard: Each hand-fed jointer should 
have a guard hich 1111 covert~~ section of the cutter head 
behind the guid fence. A sheet metal guard attached to the 
guide fence i usually used for this pu·pose. 
3. Stoc Rid1;nl?,, Guard: 'f'his tal co er r,u rd is soMe-
hat ider than the oponin in tbe table over the cutter. It 
is el:f-adjustin vertical y to ride the work. Te front edge 
is sh ped to allm easy in .. ortion of the tock nd r des in 
such position as to kee all the head on the orkin side ell 
guarded . 
Although well guarded, there are many things hich the 
operator can do to help eli11Jinate accidents., It is tmll to 
remember that a narro1:1 jointer is safer tban a r:-ide one. 
J:here is very little ,m:rk which requires a vdde jointer., 
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Learning e.nd carefully follm'1ing the safety rules 1;1hich are 
provided VJi tb. each mach:ino 't1ill eliminate a great wany accidents. 
CHAPTER V 
SAW GUARDS FOR USE ON THE BAND SA 
1 Vith the patenting of the first band sa i in 1808, the 
woodworking shop found another indispensable machine . There 
are various types of band sa s, the most common being the 
band scroll saw, which is used mainly for sa ing curved ork. 
The band a 1s one of the easiest woodworking machines 
I 
to guard. There is no danger from kickbacks, and all moving 
parts except the point of operation may easily be enclosed . 
A. Preliminary Considerations 
Although injuries from band sa s are less frequent and 
less severe than from other woodv;orking machines, they are 
not uncommon. 
Band saws accounted for 3.1 per cent of all injuries from 
ood orking machines in Massachusetts in 1946, according to a 
table from a report from the United States Department of Labor .2 
The same table sho s that, hile no deaths were caused by the 
band saws, 115. 4 of every 1,000 ccidents on it resulted in 
permanent partial disablement . Data such as these sho the 
possibility of still more progress in safeguarding the band 
1 Hjorth, Herman, Operations 2f. ComMon oodworking ~achines, 
11 aukee: The Bruce Publishing Company . 1942 . 
2 Safety Education 1!! ~ School Shop, National Safety 
Council, 1946, page 37. 
Sa .3 
Types of Accidents: Band saw accidents are oft o 
principle types: (1) those re ulting from contact with the 
moving blade, and (2) those caused by the breaking blades . 
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1 . Personal Contact Accidents: The point-of-operation 
on the band saw can not be fully guarded, thus injuries 
usually result from hands coming in contact ith the moving 
blades. Almost all band sa ing is done freehand and the 
operator•s hands must come close to the moving blades. A 
careless operator or a sudden jarring of even the o t careful 
operator may result in the fingers being caught in the blades . 
2 . Breaking Blades: Although modern machines are 
equipped with devices to prevent breaking blades, they have 
not entirely eliminated this hazard. The pieces of a broken 
blade are thro n 1th great force and may cause serious injury. 
Table V gives a complete listing of band saw ork, acci-
dent haza ds and preventive measures . 
Types .Qf. Guards Required: The guards on a band saw 
consist of metal doors for the upper and lo_ er wheels, as well 
as channel shaped steel guards for the vertical portion of the 
blade . The entire run of the sa, except the section needed 
to make the cut, should be completely enclosed . The outside 
periphery of the enclosure shall be of solid metal. The front 
3 Shultz, Chauncey Smithey, An. Analysis QI_ Safety Guards 
on 9odworking achinery, Master ' s Thesis , Oklahoma Agricultural 
and "echanical College , 1947, page 42 . 
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TABLE V 
--------------~----------~---'-"~--"-·~= 
Tjrpe of vmrk 
done 
Ripl'.'11ng 
Beveling 
Cross-cutting 
Sa1::ing a.fter 
pattern 
Srt'w:ing circular 
disks and 
segments 
rrtul tiplr:1 sa,:dng 
Compound sarring 
t1:akinrt joints: 
Lii te1• joints 
Tenons 
Slip joints 
End lan joints 
Cross lap joints 
-,-• .cj 11 l j i t n1Lc e ap on s 
Accident 
naza1"d~ P:revm1tion 
Pm•sonal contact Give undivided 
attention to 
B:roke::1 blades '.'¥'Ork. 
Improper clothes Good lighting .. 
Itiprciper light:tng Let machine 
reach mn}:i:mnm 
Improper floor speed before 
space starting the cut. 
Set hli1dc and 
guide post before 
tm:•ning on the 
power .. 
Do not wear loose 
or ragged clothing .. 
and back or the enclosuro may be solid metal or of mesh 
material . The wheel enclosures should be strong enough to 
contain 1th safety a breaking saw, and arranged to permit 
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re lacement of saw e~s11y. The return section of the sav from 
the enclosure of the upper thee! don to the table rnay be 
protected by to fixed strips of stiff metal at least one-half 
inch wider than the widest blade used . One of these guards 
should be fixed, but the other should be faetened to the guide 
post and move up or down with this . The use of these guards 
leaves only the part of the sa hich does the cutting exposed . 
Each band sa shall be provided 1th an automatic tension 
control device to elp prevent breakage of blades due to 
iffiproper tension . This automatic control takes care of the 
contraction that takes place in the cooling of the blade after 
a job is finished . 
Miscellaneous Guards: Although not required by la, 
many band saw manufacturers are equipping their machines 1th 
brakes. These brakes, ;hether foot operated or electrically 
operated, stop the heels in a very few seconds, thus elimi-
nating the hazard of touching the rapidly moving blade . Some 
of these brakes are automatic to point that they shut off 
the po er and stop the wheels when a saw blade is broken. The 
Tanne itz Band Sa may be used as an example. (See Figure 17) 
The ne est guard designed for the band sa is described 
1n the May, 1948 issue of Industrial AI!! !.!!9. Vocational 
Education magaz1ne .4 The guard, made of wood, is glued 
4 Band~ Guard, G. Harold Billingham, eehawken N. J ., 
Industrial Arts Vocational Education, 37:207, lay , 1948 . 
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together and has no uail:r; or screw:::;. It f:l ts tho throat 
area, and co,1e1•s the bl~1e1c nnd pnrt of t movable guard. It 
is approxirnatelsr eight inches loD:g, sb-r inchos hif~h, and nine 
incher:i wide, nnd vms designed for H 30 inch wheel :model. The 
rear of the case is equipped th ti handlE.1 ~ All crn:ne:rs are 
:rounded.. This guards the actual cti.tting arE:a of' thF:.) blade 
and eliminates the hazard of hoving students r1m pieces of 
vJO<?d against thE'! teeth .. ~f'ter the potver has been turned off.., 
(Bee Figure 18) 
Tht~1 guard is lettered and painted to remind the operator 
that twrldng at a band savJ is a dnngerous operation m1d r)akes 
it unnecessary for instructor to cont.inuully renind his 
studcnt~1 of snfe })l'.'actices .. 
The freehand feeding of thH band sa1,7 requires strong glare-
proof lighting., To pre,rent glare and provide proper illu.ni-
nation, some band scn-zs .are (~quipped w:tth m"lall, vibration-proof 
electric lights .. 
'rhe guards analjrzed hero i':e:re chosen for analysis 1)ecnuse 
they furnish t;he most complete protet:tion of rill hand sirn 
gtmrds., They \'Jere St3lcctcd after ca:r'efnl ovalutttion or-
manufacturer. 
?: .., nt' f''"' ,.. ttJ ... '"''" " '.1° t."o '.Jl .. ::,. ·-~ ~1 e,"'" it· .. ,, 11:ror· k"' • 
.;;..H-· "-- v •• ~." ... ""·'· " 1., ~ .. i:-,t.e,l. c" .u . _ ~~,;, 
17) 
All 1noving parts 
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aro enclosed either by the r:rame casting or by heavy circular 
~heet metal guat•ds.. Complete ~md speedy access to ull parts 
co·vered · by the guards is accor;:rplished by sv:inging tho doors 
open. 
A patented pneumatic siphon syotem removm1 t:dl dust from 
under the table. A foot treadle brake is located on the 
lower 11heel bub.. This brake, unlike the brakes on other saws, 
stop both bottorr:. and top wheels.. Tbis sai11 provides a geared 
band v:heel for raising and lov:er.ing the guide post. Guards 
on the guide posts are of narron steel which casts no shadows 
on the ,1ork. 
Function; The oporator is protected from all moving 
parts except at the point-of-operation .. The heavy steel 
wrought guards are rigid, vibri1tion proof and unbreakable .. 
1I'bey oi"'f'er the best protection against blade breakage. The 
counter balsnced guide post is easily adjusted to ca.re for 
varying thicknessos of stock. A spring tension lever '{,:1th 
indicator shovJing proper saw tension is provided as a p1•e-
caution against blade breakage ... 
Analysis: This band saw probably includes more recom-
mended safety features than any other t1nchine studied .. In 
addition to enclosing all moving parts, this snw is equipped 
with a patented syphon dust discharge syster.1 which utilizes 
the air current generated by the sm;1 to remove all dust •. 
The Tannewi tz band saw is thtJ only saw manufactured ni th 
synchro~i.zed wheel. brokm:; interlock:ed w:l th tre power cut-off .. 
STEEL SAW 
GUARD 
FIGURE 17 
UPPER WHEEL GUARD 
GUIDE POST 
:----...._ CHANNEL GUARD 
AUTOMATIC BRAKE 
DOTTED LINES SHOW ACTION OF AUTOMATIC POWER SHUT-OFF BRAKE 
TANNEWITZ BAND SAW 
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In event of the sa blade breaking, the s w tension lever 
automatically naps back into it~ original position. This 
presse a switch button h1ch huts off the power and auto-
matically stops the heels. A conveniently located foot 
treadle brake interlocked with the po er control is u ed for 
stop·ping the heels under ordinary c1rcW!)stances. 
Limitations: Thi band sa has many safety features, but 
leaves the point-of- operation unguarded . If properly located 
in a ell illuminated shop, the built in light is not needed, 
but it is well to include this feature . 
Manufacturer: The Surty Company. 
'iachine: Surty B nd Sa Guard No . 100 and Surty Automatic 
Point of Operation Band Sa Guard . (~ee Figur 2C) 
anufacturer•s Guard,~ and Installation: The urty 
Company designs and manufacturers guards which 111 fit nearly 
all makes of band saws. The Band Sa· Guard Mo . 100 is con-
sid red 100 per cent safe because of the automatic aluminum 
shield which encloses the wheels . The all steel point-of-
operat1on guard gives positive finger protection yet provides 
a clear vie of the work tall times. 
Function: mhe mesh guards h1ch enclose the eels 
prevent personal contact. ~n aluminum roller guide prevents 
the sa from running off the heels. he point-of-operation 
guard provides finger protection . 
Analysis: 't'he To. 100 Band Saw Guard has an aluminum 
shield covering th front and side of the saw . A steel 
band covers the top of the wheel, thus preventing flying 
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piece of the broken blade. 
guard rides on the material . 
'rhe automatic point-of-operation 
It is fitted ith four roller 
bearing and 1 counter ei hted o that the slightest pressure 
of material raises the guard. The long nose angle permits 
. easy inser tion of the material . The rear part is rounded so 
that there is no drag on the material in any direction . 
Limitations: The band sa guard No . 100 provides pro-
tection for only one side of the lower heel . There is no 
automatic tension device or electric light furni shed 1th this 
equipment . The line of work is shadowed by the b se of the 
point-of-operation guard . 
Manu acturer: Flohr anufacturing Comp ny. 
achine: Automatic Band Saw Guard . (Se Figure 19) 
Manufacturer ' s Guard,~ !!19. Installation: This automatic 
point- of- operation euard will fit any size band saw . Built 
of steel and fully adjustable, it is fastened to the channel 
guards of the guide post . 
Function: This guard furnishe s adequate finger protection 
from the moving blade. It is impossible for the operator to be 
injured in case of a breakage. It provides automatic protec-
tion for the back and sides of the saw . 
Analys~s. This steel constructed g-uard is fully adjustable 
and is easily attached or r moved. The wooden fingers or varying 
POINT-OF-OPERATION GUARD 
DESIGNED BY 
HAROLD BILLINGHAM 
FIGURE 19 
FLOHR POINT-OF-OPERATION GUARD 
FIGURE 18 
AUTOMATIC PROTECTION ON 
BACK AND SIDES OF SAW 
OPEN FRONT 
PERMITS VIJI~ 
OF WORK 
ROUND BACK PREVENTS DRAG ON STOCK 
FIGURE 20 
SURTY #100 POINT-OF-OPERATION GUARD 
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lengths 111 actuolly provide point- of-operation protection. 
It affords ample clearance from the stoc~ and the automatic 
feature gi o prot ction from back of the sa, as well as t c 
sides . The open front onstruction percits n vie of the sa . 
Limi tations: Th s guard appears to b cumbersome and to 
sh de the line of ork. Unless t he machine is equipped ith 
a buil in electric li 0 ht , this sh~ oiing may cause an 
improper cut to be made . 
c. Conclusions 
Great progress has been m de in safeguarding the ban 
sa • Instead of having crude built on gtards, the band a 
guards are designed and built into the machine itself . Lack 
of kickback d ngers and the complete gu rding of all movable 
p rts except the point-of-operation makes the band saw one of 
the safest of all ood orkin machines . 
To be considered adequately guarded , both the up or and 
lower iheels of the band sa and the entire sa run must be 
enc sed 1n etal guards. A guide post 1th channel guards 
should provide protection for the do ntard travel of the blade 
bet een the up er wheel guard and the tabla. Providing a 
breaking device and a means of proper wa te eli ination ould 
greatly reduc the accidental injuries chargeable to the band 
sa . 
Although considered one of the safest of all woodworking 
machines, the band sa can not be considered completely safe 
until a guard 1 devised hich encloses the point- of- operation 
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without limiting visibility and yet eliminating the possibility 
of careless contact v;i th the blade. F'Urtherrnore, accidents 
will continue to occur until a method is devised to protect 
the operator in all cases of blade breakage. 
CHAP ,R VI 
THE SURFACER 
The planer or surfacer differs from the jointer in that 
tock is fed into it by mechanical means and is pla ed to 
uniform thickness. he jointer is h nd fed. This machine 
differs fro other ood orking machinery in that only one 
operation is performed on 1'. This operation is planing to 
thickness . 
A. Pr~11.rninary Considerations 
The single surfacer or planer is considered one of the 
safest woodworking raachines to operate. Because of this, very 
little statistical information is availnble. A table compiled 
by the officials of the United States Department of Labor sbo s 
that 20. per cent of all oodworking achine compensated 
injuries in the Stat~ of e York ~ere caused by surfacing 
and dging machines. Of the 1,086 1 juries, 80 per cent ere 
produced by the jointer. The remaining 20 per cent were divided 
between tenoners, planers, oulders, stickers and edgers. 
Although the machin is considered safe, it is well to remem-
ber that accidents can and 111 happon if carelessly operated. 
If an accident occurs on thi achine it may be of a serious 
1 United States Bureau of Labor Statistics, D partment of 
Labor, Bulletin 67, Safety Subjects. 1944, page 93. 
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nature . 
Types .Qf. Accidents: The chief hazards encountered bile 
using the surfacer are getting the fingers caught in the rol lers, 
knives flying out of the machine and the danger of kickbacks . 
It is not often that the operator becomes careless enough to 
get his fingers in the knives. This usually occurs hen the 
operator is trying to clean the sa dust from the feed table or 
trying to plane too short a piece of stock. The shortest piece 
of stock to be planed -should be t least 14 inches or two 
inches longer than the distance between the rolls in the bed . 
The danger of kickbacks can not be entirely eliminated by 
mechanical devices . Kickbacks occur hen trying to plane 
stock of varying thicknesses at the same time or planing 
pieces shorter than 14 inches . This is especially dangerous 
if the operator is stooping down and looking into the machine . 
Te high speed of the cutting kni ves occasionally cause chips 
to be thrown back 1th great violence . 
Types .Q.! Operations: Table VI lists the types of ork 
that can be done and the hazards encountered hile using t he 
surfacer . 
Types .Qf Guards Reauired: Existing guards and careful 
instructions in ho to operate it make the surfacer a compara-
tively safe .achine . A properly guarded machine should have 
the cutter head completely enclosed in solid metal guards 
hich should be kept closed when the planer is running . There 
should be a good exhaust from the cutting heads . 
Types of mrk 
done 
urface planing 
Narrow boards 
planed to exact 
width while held 
upright by two 
side guides 
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TABL VI SURF CER ANALYSIS 
Hazards 
Encountered 
Kickbacks striking 
operator in legs 
or groin. 
Kickbacks striking 
operator in face 
or eye as he looks 
into the machine. 
Fil'lgers or hand 
caught bet een 
in-feed rolls. 
Prevention 
If planer is equipped 
1th sectional feed 
rolls, feed narro 
boards at lateral 
intervals of 3" to ,''. 
Stand to one side out 
of line with the 
board travel. 
If solid feed rolls 
are being uaed, never 
plane- boards of 
varying thickness 
at same time. 
Never bend down to 
look into the surfacer 
while it is running . 
When the rolls grip 
the board; let 1 t go . 
Do -not push with the 
hands a short piece 
that is stuck in the 
machine. 
Do not attempt clean 
shavings from the 
table bile the 
cutter is running. 
Install guard over 
in-feed rolls. 
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All moving parts such as beltr:, pulleys, chain. dri-ves, 
gems etc., should be guarded by sheet 1J.etal or heavy .mesh 
guards. F'eed rolls should be guarded by a wide metal strip 
or bar i;:.ihich will all<YW boards to pass throt1gh but which will 
keep the fingers out of the rollers. _To avoid being struck 
by kickbacks, the operator should stand to one side out of 
line of the board travel • 
. B. Analy$eS of Selected Guards 
;q ... -----
Only a small amount of :material is available on the 
surfacer.. After carefully·ing studying manufacturers' 
catalogs and illustrated rrnteriols, the following our.facing 
mrnchines were selected for study. The machines selected shov1 
clearly the varlous safety features of the surfacer. 
:rranuf acturer: Surty :r::-anufacturing Company .. 
. Fae hins:i: Sectional Safety Stop.. ( See Figure 22) 
r..fanufacturer' s Gua1,d, ';t'yoo .fill9. Installation: A steel sectional 
stop is installed in front- of tho feed rolls on the single 
surfacer planer .. It is especially adapted and recommended for 
solid roll planers. 
~ncti ..2!P The sectional safety stop is installed so ns 
to clear the table hy one-ei,ghth of an inch., The automatic 
adjustment of the dogs permits the handling of any thickness 
of material,. It provides kickback safety and makes it a:lmost 
impossible for the operator to get his hand into the rollers. 
This is one of the very few guards available for installation 
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on a surfacer. 
Analysis: The sectional safety stop is made up of 
singing steel dogs. hen the stock is pushed to ard the rolls, 
the dogs swing back . The single sharp point of each section 
digs into the lumber and prevents it from being thrown backward. 
It is especially effective hen short stock is being planed . 
Limitations: This guard is adaptable to all styles and 
makes of planers. It appears to have the point-of-operation 
well guarded. One of the chief dra backs is trying to 
straighten stock bile the machine is running. If a piece of 
stock is caught at an angle it can not be straightened 1th a 
strong pull. The dogs gripping the board will force the oper-
ator to shut off the po er and -lower the bed in order to remove 
the stock and start the cut overa 
Manufacturer: Parks V'ood orking 1,'achine Company . 
Machine: Parks o. 20 Planer. (See Figure 21) 
Manufacturer's Guard,~ and Installation: A strong sheet 
metal guard covers the cutter head. All power transmission 
apparatus is enclosed. 
Function: The steel guard over the cutter head prevents 
contact 1th the knives . It also serves to deflect the shavings 
and thro them on the floor. The steel and semi-steel f'l'ame 
protects the operator from all of the moving parts except the 
in-feed rolls which constitute a serious hazard. 
ENCLOSED POWER APPARATUS 
FIGURE 21 
PARKS NO. 20 PLANER 
FIGURE 22 
SHEET METAL GUARD 
OVER CUTTER HEAD 
SURTY SECTIONAL SAFETY GUARD 
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Analysis: The steel guard and shavings deflector cover 
the head and can be easily removed for accessibility to the 
working parts. The frame is made of steel and semi-steel 
construction . All po er transmission apparatus is protected 
inside the frame . 
Limitations: This wachine is typical of the surfacing 
machines found in the voodworking shops of today . The feed 
rolls are badly exposed. The feed roll and chip breaker ar 
solid rather than sectional. Sectional feed rolls are con-
sidered to be safer . There is no provisions made to take care 
of the kickback hazards. A piece of angle iron 3/ 16"x2i11x2t' 
and three inches longer than the capacity of the machine, 
fastened to the shaded surfaces (Figure 21) will guard the 
feed rolls ; or the Surty Sectional Safety guar may b installed 
here. 
Manufacturer: Oliver ·achinery Company . 
achine: Oliver io . 299 Single Surface Planer . (See F gure 23) 
Manuf cturer's Guard,~ lalli! Installation: ietal guards 
protects the feed rolls and knives. All revolving parts , 
except to universal joints, are fully enclosed in cast chambers . 
Function: The machine guards comply 1th the safety 
standards. They protect the operator from the c1.1.tting knives 
and power transmission apparatus . The sectional chipbreaker 
provides greater safety than the solid chiobreaker. 
Analysis: The Oliver No . 299 is provided with a sectional 
SECTIONAL CHIPBRE 
- TIONAL FEED ROLL 
KNIFE 
ENCLOSED POV/ER APPARATUS 
FIGURE 23 
OLIVER NO. 299 SURFACER 
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feed roll and sectional ch1pbreaker. The feed roll consists 
oft elve to inch cast steel sections mounted on an alloy 
steel forged spider. This affords greater protection hile 
surfacing narrow boards. The sectional toes of the chip-
breaker are two inch cast steel forms. 
The attached knife grinding and jointing device allo s 
the knives to be sharpened ithout removal . This keeps the 
knives in a true position. All electrical and mechanical 
control is centralized at the front of the machine . Start and 
stop buttons control the cutter head and feed rolls. The 
master stop button disconnects both cutter head and feed motors 
and applies brakes to the cylinder for a quick stop . 
Limitations: The sectional feed roll and chipbreaker 
serve to prevent kickbacks. No device prevents the operator 
from getting his fingers into the rollers if be attempts to 
clear the bed of shavings hile the machine is running . Note 
the exposed in-feed rolls sho n by the several rrows in 
Figure 23. This construction ill allo hands to be caught 
and pulled into the machine . By installing a piece of angle 
iron t•11xl~1 x2t'' on the surface crosshatched, 1th the 2i" 
--
surface in the horizontal plane, these rolls ri"ay be completely 
guarded • o the Surty Safety Guard (See Figure 2?) may be 
installed . 
c. Conclusions 
The planer or urfacer is a machine which planes boards 
smooth and to an even thickness . The modern surfacer is a 
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po erful machine with a casting, between the sides of hich a 
· heavy table can be raised or lo ered, a cutter head mounted 
over the table, and four feed rolls making up the main parts. 
The surfacer may be equipped 1th t10 cutter heads which plane 
to surfaces at the same time; or it may have a single cutter 
head which planes only one surface . The latter 1s the most 
popular for use in the high school oodworking shops and mall 
cabinet shops. 
Safetx ~easures: The surfacer is considered one of the 
safest of all wood orking machines, but no machine can prevent 
accidents without the cooperation of tha o e~ator. The sur-
facer may be operated safely if the operator till practice a 
little personal safety. Fewer accidents would occur if the 
ope~ator would remember the follow1ng things: 
1. The operator must always remember to stand out of 
the line of the board travel. This avoids kickback 
injuries. 
2. Never try to plane a board that is less than 14 inches 
1n length. 
3 • . Boards of arying thickness should not be planed at 
the same tirne. 
4 . One surface of a warped bo rd should be planed 
straight on a jointer before it is put through the 
surfacer. 
;. Do not look into orking portion of machine hen it 
is in operation. 
Frequently a board gets caught and jams the mechanism . 
If the board is long it may be straightened ith a quick side-
ise pull. If too short or too idea piece of . stock jams, 
the machine should be stopped, the cutterhead raised, the stock 
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removed and the table reset . 
Kickbacks: Kickbacks create the greatest hazard. 
Although not too frequent, or of a fatal nature, these kick-
backs can cause s r injury. 1~echanical devices will not 
entirely prevent these kickbacks. If the operator will stand 
to one side ad have a helper, many kickback injuries will be 
eliminated. 
Reaching~ Small Machines: ,1th the availability and 
use of small surfacers, those 1th capacitiQs of 1~', 14~, 18", 
24" etc., the operator is incl1nP.d to reacr1 over the machine 
to receive the stock as it comes out of the machine . This act 
defies all afety rules. There is a s:Ibil ty of the operator 
slipping and falling into the machine or getting chips in the 
eyes. To require the use of a helpe~ would eliminate this 
practice . 
CHAPTER VII 
GUA DS FOR USE ON THE SHAPER 
The shaper is a machine used for rabbeting, grooving, 
fluting, beading, nd shaping all kinds of moldings . It is 
one of the most useful of all wood orking machines, but also 
one of the most dangerous . The high speed of the cutter head 
and the dange~ of flying knives puts this machine on the 
highly hazardous list . 
Shapers are made in types and sizes varying fro the 
large production type with to spindles to the small bench 
and portable types . Because of the ide variety of uses, this 
machine is indispensable to industries ~hich specialize in 
wood or king . 
A. Preliminary Considerations 
Safeguarding the shaper presents a very difficult problem. 
Because of the varied types of ork performed on the shaper , a 
variety of guards must be devised and used . No single guard 
can be adjusted to fit all the protection needs of the oper tor . 
The guards available are not incorporated in the machine . They 
must be installed separately and are usually furnished on 
special order and at additional cost . 
Types Qi. Accidents: Of the 5,235 compensated wood orking 
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injuries reported in New York State in 1944,1 7.3 per cent 
ere shaper injuries. The principle danger comes from hands 
striking the knives. Sever accidents are caused by broken 
knives being· thro n . Although there ere no fatalities in the 
reported 7~3 per cent previously mentioned, broken knives may 
be thrown with sufficient speed and force to kill a person 
standing a considerable distance from the shaper. 
Table VII shows the type of vork, accidents, and accident 
prevention activities relative to the shaper. 
Types .Q! Guards Required: Guarding the wood shaper is a 
very difficult problem. Because of the varied orks for which. 
this machine is adaptable, more than one guard is necessary . 
To protect the fingers, a number of guards are available . All 
of these should cover the spindle and knives and cl ar the 
table just high enough for the stock to pass bet een the table 
and the guard. The American Standard Safety Code f.2l:. ~ -
orking2 contains a recommendation for guarding the cutting 
head with a cage or adjustable guard. This shall be so 
designed as to keep the operator ' s hands away from the cutt ing 
edge. The diameter of the circular shaper guards shall be not 
less than the greatest diameter of the cutter . 
1 United States Bureau of Labor Statistics, Department of 
Labor, Bulletin 6?, Safety Subjects . 1944 . 
2 American Standard Safety ~ !Q!. ood 1orking 1'ach1nery;. 
A erican Standards Association, Approved February 25, 1944. 
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TABLE VII AC IDE T A AL "SI(' OF THE Sl APER 
Type of ork 
Cuttin groo es 
and rabbets on 
strai ht tock. 
Shaping or 
olding a straight 
edge. 
king a rule joint. 
Fluting and 
reedin. 
Shaping curv d 
edges. 
Planin dges by 
u e of t mplat. 
Accident 
Hazard 
Flyi knives 
caused by im-
proper in tal-
Prevention 
Use fence or jig 
henever possible. 
la ion and broken 
kniv s. See that knives ar 
Carele"' con-
tact 1th the 
kniv • 
Inadequate 
·ell b lane d as to 
height, and idth 
b fore tarting the 
r.?achin. 
training of th Do not ea loose or 
oper tor. ra g clothi • 
B eking-up 
aterial pull-
ing the hand 
into kni es. 
Tuck in neckti d 
oll up sl ves. 
Do not tte pt to 
Improper setting h pe mall pieces. 
of achin as to 
floor and ork- H ve mple floor 
ing space pace to car for the 
largest terials to 
Improp r be used. U helper 
clothing. h n helper is n ded. 
Kiekb cks du 
to st rting 
ork at 1: iddle 
int ad or at 
end. 
ever "back up." 
Stop the achine and 
start gain. 
Start machine in a 
s ri s of short starts 
d atops until 
require ~ ed 1s 
r ched. 
Use br king d vice to 
stop r volving spindl 
instead of the hand. 
U e solid cutter if 
ossibl. 
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ABLE VII (continued) 
y o ork Aecid nt 
Haz d 
The b st r v ntio agai 
solid cutte h ads. Tle cot 
value i rat r al o. h n 
Prevention 
eep jor po tio of 
cut r bel top of 
shaper table. 
Al ays use cover 
guard. Use .~nuf c-
ured one if avail-
ble, other ise devis 
one of o d. 
st thro n kniv s i to use th 
ay b re ter but the safety 
loose kniv s re used, tho 
ngi e ri g t ff of th Industri l Division of the ation 1 
a ety Council off rs th ollowing ugge tion. 3 
1. 
2. 
3. 
• 
r;. 
Knives u t be of the bet obtainabl ha per st el, 
pure ha;;, d aceo din tori ids cif cations. 
h er iv s rnust be set only by a fully q lifie 
sha er n. 
K iv s n groove«! 1 t l colla s ust fit p rf"ectly 
nd be b olut 1 ree of dust. 
h to knive 1 le haper 
hey ust be ei hed ag inst 
bal nee very time they ares 
Shaper kniv s u t not b used 
o hot that the butt end doe 
iddle pinto~ he coll r. 
ust b lan p rfectly • 
ch oth r in be m 
after they have beco 
not xten b nd the 
8 
6. D ep cuts should be avoided . It is more efficient 
and safer to take to light cuts than one heavy one. 
7. hen starting a shaper, the operator should apply 
the power in a series of short starts and stops so 
as to bring the spindle up to operating speed slowly. 
While doing this, he should watch and listen care-
fully for chatter or other evidence that knives are 
out of balance . 
The use of jigs hile shaping narrow or thin stock will 
keep the hands a ay from the knives. It is a good policy 
for a limit to be set on the minimum idth of stock to be 
shaped . Some shops use a ix inch minimum, other uso a 
twelve inch limit. 
B. Analyses .Qf. elected Guards 
After carefully considering available material, we find 
that all shaper gua ds serve the same purpose. The guards 
may vary 1n design. jhe following guards are examples of the 
most popular shaper guards. 
Nanufacturer: Greenlee Brothers and Company. 
!achine: Shaper Guards . (See Figures 24, 25, 26) 
Aanufacturer's Guard, Tyne and Installation: This company 
makes various types of hold-don, guards, and rubber rings to 
meet the requirements of a great variety of shaping operations . 
The gu rds are attached to a common standard which is bolted 
to the table. Vertical adjustment is made by means of a hand 
wheel. Horizontal adjustment is made by adjusting two sliding 
arms 1th thumb screws. These arrns support the hold-down bar . 
Function: These guards make .shaping more accurate and 
FIGURE 24 
HALL SHAPER GUARD AND RUBBING COLLAR 
FIGURE 25 
VARIETY SHAPER HOLD-DOWN GUARD 
FIGURE 26 
GREENLEE GUARD FOR SQUARE CUTTER HEAD 
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prevent accidents. They serve as a hold- don for the aterial 
being shaped. They prevent careless contact itb the knives . 
All seem to be too flimsy and of inadequate guarding coverage . 
Analysis: These guards are simple in design and con-
struction . They give some protection for most shapin~ opera-
tions. They serve as a hold-do m yet do not obstruct the vie 1 
or trap aste products. The heavy sheet metal guards sho n in 
Figure 27 are used on square-head cutters . They are quickly 
adjusted to take care of changes in wbrk to be shaped . 
Limitations: These guards do not furnish any protection 
against broken knives. The presence of these guards hinder 
the changing and adjustment of the knives . 
Manuf cturer: J . D. ?allace and Company. 
1achine: No . 18 Shaper . {See Figure 27) 
Manufacturer ' s Guard,~ gllii Installation: The spindle 
guard is a hbt shaped guard . It is clamped to the edge of the 
table and projects over the spindle . It is cushioned with a 
spring for vertic l adjustment. The adjustable iron fenco 
fastened to table 1th seres serves as an additional uard . 
Function: The guard encircles the upper portion of the 
spindle and knives. It serves to protect the fingers . The 
all over cup serves as a guard against flying knives . 
Anal xsis: This aluminum guard is detachable and may be 
used when shaping 1th rubbing collars as well as ith the 
PORTABLE LIGHT ASSEMBLY 
FIGURE 27 
WALLACE SHAPER NO. 18 
HAT GUARD 
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fence . The guard may be swung back over the table v,hile the 
knives are being adjusted or changed. 
Limitations: This machine has no brakes or automatic 
stopping device . The gu rd cuts don the visibility of the 
cut. No eans of wast e exhaust is provided . The guard fur . 
nishes some protection from broken knives but aluminum casting 
ill not ithstand too much pressure. The cup rests on the 
stock but the spring load prevents it from being classified as 
a hold-down. t can not be fastened rigidly in one position . 
anufacturer: Flohr Manufacturing Company • 
. achine: Automatic Shaper Guard . (See Figure 28) 
!anufacturer' s Guard, Tvpe s.lli! Installation: A box type guard 
is attached to the back of the table. Vertical and hor i zontal 
adjus t ments are easily made . The cutti ng aperture opens to 
take care of the largest shaper blade. A pressure foot 1th a 
reversible kickback finger is attached to the guard arm. 
Function: This guard is the latest development in 
protection from shaper accidents . The box encl oses th head 
and serves as a protection against flying knives . Personal 
contact 1th the knives is almost impossible . 
Anal ysis: 
type of work. 
This guard is suitable for any style or shaper 
It is made in sizes to take from 4 inch to 12 
inch heads . A sliding pressure- foot- tension equipped with 
springs holds the ork firmly to the table . This spring allo s 
for sliding variations in thickness of mater ial . The kickback 
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finger attached to the pre sure bar prevents a kickback of 
material by the knives . This feature has never before been 
1ncorporat din a shaper guard . 
Limitations: lis guard seerns to furnish complete 
protection. It completely obstructs all vie of the ore . 
The parts se ~ 11~ht in co truction . 
c. Conclusion 
There have been only fe changco in the design of the 
shaper in several y ars. All major changes have been made 
to make the machine safer, rather than alter the fund mental 
r1nc1 le of the construction and operation. 
Of the two major problems which confronted the safety 
engineers, the problem of safe uarding the source of po er 
trans iss on apparatus has been more nearly completed. The 
introduction of the individual motor drives to replace the 
belt and pulley drives make it possible to enclose all moving 
parts within the achine frame . 
The problem of gu rding the point-of-op ration has not 
been so easy to solve . The development of a braking device 
to stop the sp1ndl ha liminated the practice of stopping 
1t with the hand. The introduction of th solid cutterhead 
is a major forward step • . his cutter is recom ended by the 
National Safety Council tor place the separate knives. This 
eli~inates the possibility of accidents from broken and thrown. 
knives. any safety collars are being used to keep the fingers 
a ay from the knives . 
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...11!!1 ~Guard~ Q.Q.: To b considered adequate, he 
sh ner guard mu t do three thin -so It must prevent flying 
knives; it should completely cover the knives to protect the 
operator's hand ; and it should serve as a hold-don for the 
stock and h uld help to prevent kickbacks. 
Existing guards for covering the point-of-operation 
include the box guard, (Se Figur 28) the variety hold-down 
(Seo Figure 25), the bell guard, the ring guard, (Se Figur 
29) and the cup guard. ( Figure 27) All th e keep he 
fi gers from the knives when sha i ng ordinary stock. In 
hapi short pieces or thin stock, sp cial jigs c n be ad 
and used successfully. 
ost shaper guards are furnished extr equipment and 
at additional cost. Because of this. practice,operators rely 
-ore on their on kno1ledg of operation r ther than on guards . 
It is ossible that some operators may ork for years without 
an accident. It is also possible, that if the attention is 
allo ed to stray for one second, a serious accident may occur . 
Practical advice would be to use all safety guards as ell as 
practice safety first. 
BOX KNIFE GUARD 
NTI-KICKBACK DOGS 
FIGURE 28 
FLOHR SHAPER GUARD 
FIGURE .29 
SURTY RING GUARD 
FIGURE 30 
BOICE-CRANE SHAPER GUARD 
PRESSURE FOOT 
CHAP ER VIII 
GUA'RDS FOR TOOL ORI D S 
Tool grinders are generally consider d as talworking 
machines. Ho ever, ,ost ood orking shops, especially those 
that make us of a nllI!lher of hand tools, re equipped 1th 
tool grinders. High school ood orking shops are u ually 
equipped with tool rinders. 
Accidents on the tool grinder are very infrequent if 
the heel is properly used, cared for and protected. They 
are not to be considered too safe though. h speed 1th 
hich the machine operat s increaseg accident possibilities. 
A. Preliminary Considerations 
Th most important parts of the tool grind rare a stand, 
one or more grinding els ounted on a spindle, and an elec-
tric otor. Tho grinding h els are usually kno n s e ery 
I 
heels. This name is incorrect, ho ever, bee use v ry few are 
ade ore ery. he ajority re of artificially made abra-
sives such as carborundum and so bonding materi 1. Tb se 
wheels can be very hazardous if subjected to abuse. 
Txpes !2l. hes tistic 1 a a available on 
abra ive heel accidents include / ~he etal- orking industries. 
o data are available hich pertains to oodworl'"ing shops lone. 
Tho eyes receive the brun of grinding heel injuries. 
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Flying particles and sparks cause injury and infection to the 
eyes . Too much can not be said about the necessity of fur-
nishing and insisting upon the use of protective devices for 
the eyes . Injuries from broken wheels are less frequent than 
eye injuries, but are usually very serious . Broken wheels 
. may result from over speeding, improper mounting and improper 
use . Burns and abrasions occur when the operator comes in 
contact with the turning wheel . 'here tool grinders are used 
constantly, the dust creates a respiratory hazard . This does 
not happen in small shops or high school woodworking shops 
where the tool grinder is used only occasionally. 
Types Q! Guards Required: The manufacturers of tool 
grinclers are realizing .the irrportance of user safety and are 
giving it their fullest attention. They have accepted the 
safety codes as approved by the American Standards Associations 
and are making their machines in accordance with them . 
Eye injuries are prevented by the use of goggles and 
shatter-proof glass shields over the grinding area .. Goggles 
should be worn even for short grinding jobs . All grinding 
heels used in ordinary shops should be equipped with non-
shatter glass shields . These shields fit over the grinding 
area and are equipped with a light . to illuminate the wor k . 
The grinding heel should be protected 1th a hood~ This 
hood should have a cutting anerture of not more than 90 degrees . 
This hood should be of adequate strength to hold a bursting 
wheel . An adjustable lip is attached to compensate for the 
ear of the heel and to act as a spark arrester . 
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Tool rests should be securely mounted and adjusted to a 
distance of not more than 1/8 inch fro the heel . These 
rests hould be shaped to fit the contour of the wheel . They 
will help prevent wedging the work between the grinding heel 
and the hood . 
B. Analyses£! Selected Guards 
In selecting guards to be analyzed, attention was given 
to those hich ould be suitable for use in the wood orking 
shop . These guards were selected after carefully considering 
the safety features of each . Manufacturers' catalogs and 
illustrated literature furnished the source of information . 
!anufacturer: Delta anufacturing Company . 
achine: Delta Bench Type ~otor Grinders. (See Figure 31) 
' anufacturer•s Guard,~ and Installation: The abrasive 
heel guard~ are made of heavy cast iron with steel side 
pl tes. A steel spark guard is attached to the whael guards 
and is adjustable to take care of the ear on the ~heel . 
Tool rests are slotted and fit closely to the face and sides 
of the grinding heel . The tool rests are also ample in size. 
They are adjustable and can be Moved in as the wheel ears 
and becomes smaller in diam ter. Safety ey shields of 
generous size are provided as standard equipment 1th all 
Delta tool grinders. These eye shields are lighted.when the 
machine 1s turned on . The dust is exhausted through chutes 
at t he rear of the wheel . 
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Function: The heavy reel guards are designed to · 
protect the operator from the dangers of broken heels, 
flying particles, dust and grit. The tool rests extend along 
both sides and across the face of th heel . They are fully 
adjustable v rtically and horizontally. The eie shields are 
equipped with shatter-proof glass. Twin 11 hts are included 
with the shield to illuminate the ork . 
Analysis: The grinding ~heel is completely enclosed 
except for the actual orking portion 1hich is exposed by a 
90 degree openine, in the hood . Removal of the heel guards 
pernits changing of the heel . The hood, adjustable spark 
guards, and the eye shields afford ade uate protection from 
broken wheels and flying parks. The eye shield is equip ed 
with twin lights h1ch illuminate both sides of the ork. 
They are ired to the motor switch so a to go on and off 
ith the motor operation . 
The Delta Company fur ishes several safety devices at 
additional cost . Among these we find attachments to be used 
in drill grinding, plane· bit grinding and a holder for tool 
dresser. A dust collecting machin is av y import nt 
addition to any oafety program. This box is att ached to the 
dust chutes of the Delta grinders by means of long tubes. 
Limitation: The Delta tool grinder is completely 
equipped for saf operations. It furnishes complete prot c-
t1on to the operator. The ater cup could be more conven-
iently located. Placing it between the two wheels ould mak 
it accessable hen orking on either heel w If the cup wero 
WATER 
EYE SHIELD 
SHATTER PROOF GLASS 
TWIN LIGHTS 
FIGURE 31 
DELTA BENCH GRINDER 
locatod herEi, it 3bould be 
, ze~o~ally used int 
hlc:: for· nost tool g1:lnd jobs .. 
too t to obtain best grind inc; :ro:_ml ~.:;s on plane bi ts .. 
?~anufactu:rer: Oliver f1ach:lnory Conpany .. 
( Seo Pi gur E1 32) 
bearings aro cnc;loscd lJi th cast iron covers. A steel hood 
v1i th a 90 degree opening co,rnrs thfJ (1mery VJheel. The emery 
vii th f1 ~~pecial tool holder is ,Jttuched :in f1 .. ont of' the oil 
Function: The hood guard and tool· rest of the mnery 
tool holder for the oil stones holc'l chisels, plane bits and 
other small tools and .prevent them fror1 jaini..,_1ing the ·wheels. 
1~"~,_ v~1~. m.-he 0·_0e~2.tive 11~~ts of this n~_.chi~e corsists .f .. ~..i..t.:..i. ... a.:t, u .1;:-.J,,. '!I' !'.: J.. .. t- - ,,\ ;~-l, 
of' one cnery cone and 
heavy one of' fine ubrasivcn, are used to sharpen st:1all 
arr: p:rovided fo:r each stone. The toe11 table f'or th<} otlstone 
.. 
Lim:l ta tions: ~rhe enery wheel is not equipped vJi th a 
spark lip.. The tool holder does not conforr1 with standard 
regulntions.. '.The rtr;bt angle rest pe:rnits grinding on one 
equipment~ ~tin not equipped uitb non-glare liehts. This 
1 tern should be included as ~rtand-n1•d equ.ip;,:(3i'.lt ~ No provisions 
are inado to exhau.st th0 dust.. Th1;1 V7ater cup of the er1cry 
·wheel is not dt~tachable and 't7ould be hard to keep clean. 
c. Conclusions 
oldeDt of all nachines. 
natural sandstone T:heels to n })oncrful clectr·icnlly drlven 
delicate, [jnd dymw:ically bnlancec1 .• 
and properly cared for or t 
stsnde.rds have been nccept0d by rnarmfnctu:re:rs ~nd :most u.$crs .. 
In st2tes ~hero snfety codes -0xist 1 this code is generally 
&ccepted~ 
OILSTONE WHEEL 
OIL WIPER 
OIL RESERVOIR 
TOOL REST 
\ 
FIGURE 32 
OLIVER TOOL GRINDER NO. 585 
• 
lCU 
sr,nu.1d 
0'..:,!1 gnm::1,.::s, carefully :f'i tted. and prnvidetl wit;·: prescription 
lonsc 1f necessary. 
The wheel sbould be enclosed Y,itb a hood, profera'bly 
one which covors the end of ·the spindle.. 1J:hf1 opening 111 the 
hood shoul:d not be too L~rgc. 1.;?001 !*r-sts should be provided. 
1rhe t,brai:dve \'jhecl, lH:o any otbHr tool, needs !l peri-
oO ical clfluning. ?he pores-; sor:eti:nPs clog v:1 th dust and 
·;:mrticles of steel.. 't'hese ten.d to dull tt·.e stone anr1 cause 
irinr<Yner cutting. They should be cleaned with a dres~'.J.ng 
stone p,r heated in an oven. 
1':any feel that stmll abrasive ,;1heols are not as 
hazardous as large ones a.nd do not require ns much protection .. 
Thts is a nistake. ~rho pieces or a snall stone aro thrown 
vd.th the satne velocity as ·those of thf? lar~e stone and can 
The tool grinder will bo corrnletely safa if 1-m consiner 
tho fo llm·;ing t 
1. Careful selection and r1.ounti.ng of r.'1'1.eels. 
2. Proper uge of and care of the !-Jtone. 
4., Using nroteet.1.ve devices furnished ·1t:ith t.h~ machine• 
5.. Complete instructi.on to opo11atol' on S}itWds and types 
of -vmrk: to be -oerforr,icd on tbe tool gr:t.ndfir. 
CEAPTBR IX 
SAFB'I'Y EDUCA1'IOtf rnmmJGF VISUAL AIDS 
A:'YD PERSOHAL PlW'l"'l~CT!OlT 
Accidents w:ill continue to occur, even ·1JJi th all 
nachinery carefully guar·ded 1 until nll machine operators are 
corrpletely safety conscious.. \Tisvx.d aids and personal protec-
tion. equ.ipment are used to educate the OIJE,Jrnto:r•s in effective 
safety measures .. 
A. Vtsual'~ 
Visual aids commi1nd the attention of' the students, 
incrGascJ interest and cau.nes students to t;;ant to learn.. A 
per· son who has been taught th:r-ough visual r:dd s Hill !'E:nomher 
the facts much longer tban one~ that has been taught by thr:J 
qucstion-ans·1;;er method., The Post effective ned:iums of' visual 
education aro the bulletin boards, motion pictures, s1:ifety· 
1.. Bul}...~~;in ~: ~:his is th(ll most ·cidely used of 
all visual a:tds.. 'Phese boc:u•ds, properly located, lie:htrn1 and 
r0o1intatned can sorve as one of tho nost effectlve ·::ie~,ns of 
t:l vo 6 "I'hey should be Viell lie;hted and the displays protected 
by glass.. Green has been found t1 p:.ractical color for the 
boards. This color is (Jnsy on the e1rr~s and does not show 
dirt or need renainting so often. 
FIGURE 33 
BULLETIN BOARD 
FIGURE 34 
MOVIE PROJECTOR AND SCREEN 
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To :make a bulletin board effeetivc, the posters should 
carefully selected as to the needs of the departnent where 
') c .• r:otion Pictures: r:ver•yone knows thnt a p:tcturc is 
rmre f?ff,~ctlv0 than ,;s;or<ls, thus notion picture::; and filr1 
strins pluy ::in :i.rn:,ortant part in visuHl oducntion.. '.I'hrough 
that they mr u L:u~tin11 irrprossion on the nind of tho obzo:rver .. 
.A number of sn.fet~r films may be bought, borrormd or rented from 
many .sources. Catalogs li.stj.ng nationall;r distributed fil:.ris 
be obtained ·wt thout chargE'., from the national Safety Counc:i.1 
t1nd frm? filrn p1•oducers.. ( See Figure 34) 
paaphlets, and 
ottH:lr publications are constantly appoaring in print.. ThHse 
are listed each year by the tional Safety counc:ll i.n a book 
4., ~$<Lfet~~ .signta .,': Safety signs aro included in the 
cposte:rs used for bulletin boa1•d dtsplay. They are, ho¥mver, 
not confined to this particular use.. Safety signs ma1t apDCciI' 
tihe:r.ever an accident is likely to occur .. 
Safety signs should be easily seen. They are 1;est seen 
v1hen located at or bel0111 the eye-level.. The;;r should be in 
as brusque as an. order. 
Color has t~ great deal do z0i th the :make up of safety 
signs. '?he color rad is a:i'.lsoci:,1ted r1i th danger, Jrellcn:J with 
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caution, green withs fety instruction, and black with 
direction signs. The red danger signs should be restricted 
to such serious h zards as high voltage, explosives, chemicals, 
etc. 
According to the American Standard Association specifica-
tions, signs should be made up as follows:l 
1. Danger signs shall have a white background. \ord 
"D GER" sfiall appear in white letters on a red oval 
inside a black retangular panel . Sign ording should 
be black letters on the lhite background. Danger 
signs should be used only here an immediate hazard 
ex~sts. ( See Figure 3 5) 
2 . Caution signs shall have a yello background . ord 
' CAUTION'~ shall appear in yello, letters on black 
rectangular panel . Sign iording should be in black 
letters on the yellot background . Should be used 
only to warn against potential hazards or to caution 
against unsafe practices. (Sec Figure 36) 
3. Directional signs shall have a hite background. 
"ARRO t should be in white on black panel. ording 
in arro or below p nel should be in black. Used 
to indicate way to locations; exits, fire excapes, 
stair ays, first aid rooms, etc. (See Figure 37) 
4 . Infornational J;>ie;ns may be of a variety of designs 
and colors, except that neither red nor yello, shall 
be used . They convey information not necessarily of 
safety nature, but tend to avoid confusion and mis-
understandings. (See Figure 38) 
,. Safety instruction signs should have a ~hite back-
ground. If such ords as "THINKu of ' SAFETY FIR T" 
are used, the should be in white letters on reen 
rectangular panel . Sign ording should be in black 
letters on bite background. Should be used for 
general instructions and suggestions relative to 
safety measures. (See Figure 39) 
l American Standards Association Specifications f2!. 
Industrial Accident Prevention Signs, Z 35:1, 1941. 
--
-- -- -
\ DANGER ', 
-- --
KEEP THIS GUARD 
IN PLACE • 
FIGURE 35 
DANGER SIGN 
FIGURE 36 
CAUTION SIGN 
C ONE WAY ~ 
FIGURE 37 
DIRECTIONAL SIGN 
t~•lil!l#i 
WE WANT TO PROVIDE A SAFE 
Pl.ACE FOR EVERYONE EMPLOYED 
IN THIS PLANT 
REPORT ANY 
DANGEROUS CONDfflONS 
TO YOUR FOREMAN 
EVERY ACCIDENT NO MAmi 
HOW SMAU. MUST BE REPORTED 
TO YOUR FOREMAN AT ONCE 
IMl'l TAKE(~~ ARST 
FIGURE 38 
INFORMATIONAL SIGN 
FIGURE 39 
- ltii IHL -
KEYNOTE 
-TD-
SAFETY 
CLEANLINESS 
ORDER 
,...,. 0 "' PLACE FDA 
EVERYTHING 
A/IE ESSENllALS OF 
SAFETY 
SAFETY INSTRUCTION SIGN 
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B. · Po1•sonal Protection 
Personal protective equipmnnt shottl(t be considered as a 
r1efense against accidents., Persom)l protective equipment 
refers to tbat which may and should he ~1ci1"n to protect the 
body .. This includes protection for the eye, ear, head, foot, 
resp:lrntory system and safety clothinge 
Since safety clothing has very little to do with the high 
school 1.100:hmrking shop, such equipment viili· be discussed only 
b:r.iefly in this· chapter. 
1. E,i:e, Protection: Several methods ha.ve bet1n designed 
to protect the eyes from flying objects, corros:lve substances 
and harmful rays. Of these methods, gogo:les hold first place .. 
Goggles should be well fitted, afford clear vision and be a~sy 
to clean.. Goggles find a place in tho Tioodvmrking shop v1hon 
tool grinders are used. 
Face shields are made of plant1c and protect the face from 
sparks as in spot vmlding.' Tho plastic. sheet should bo non-
flamable, free fron scratches and flaws v;hich will cause d'is-
torted vision.. Acid hoods give the most com.plate protection 
if 1:•ntie of soft rubber or rubberized fabri.c ,:ii th a glass or 
rigid plnstic 't:indou. (See Figure 41) 
2. Head and Hair Protection: Safet~, hats ari::~ used for 
~-~--
b d t tj ~ in"'t f""'lling objects These hats a.re tnado ~SQ , '[}TO 9C .On aF.,,tJ , .:> •. a · • 
of a hnrd shell supported upon tl cradle to keep the shell away 
fror1 the head and cushion the blow if the top is struck., i'uany 
industries furnish these as a part of thP.ir safety progran. 
( Sf'HJ Pigure 42) 
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Protection of tho ir chiofl~! 
Acciclents a:re lil:oly to occur et 
in contact v;i th 1uov:Lng machinery or: pulled up by stntic 
sufficient protection. 
$pecially designed cn:rw itbich cor1.pletfJljl cover the hair 
r1bouhl be· rmrn .. 
shoes that ,U'H p1.·ovi<loC. 
4 .. Rcsniratorv Protection: 
--·-· ---- -·li"-\s_di.._ lli_P ~ ,...... __ _ Protection in the form of 
L ;;;,,houli'..1 he usod in J.rr<:::spirable utcos:phere~. ~here nre 
and Arm Protection: 
--- ._ __ ~= ............... ~~~;...... ....... ~ 
protection. is verJ/ co:mplicHtod.. '?ho soust1 of' tou.ch is ncce.s-
sary in all occupations so the protective device can not be 
rigid., m.ovesi v:iJJ. not p:J:>c'ltect the hands· frotI crunhing bloYJs, 
but will provide vnl1~ble protection against other hazards. 
Gloven of canvas or loather will prove satisfactory for rnost 
work, however, rubber 1;,;loves are used v.rhenever chnrdcals a:re 
present.. (Geo Figure 43) 
6. Ear Protection~ ...._... _____ _ 
protect the ear from loud, prolonged noise~ Cotton is not as 
effective in r::1hutting ont the sound as tho stopples. 
belts ull pln:v nn :t:mpor ... 
t.:int part in cutt:tng down r.wcide.nts in :lndu}:;t:rles. 
FIGURE 41 
EYE AND FACE PROTEX::TION 
FIGURE 43 
HAND AND FOOT PROTECTION 
FIGURE 40 
RESPIRATORY PROTECT! 
FIGURE 42 
HEAD PROTECTION 
PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT 
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c .. Concltrn:tons 
•••w =-r ,w,,,_,Rli,I 
,Tieu.al aids have becone a vit,::11 part of tho safety 
11rogrnn. 'J:hey make lt possiblo to pT(~sent the safety needs 
u S(ieing is believinr;" may be applied to visual aids.. For 
tl1:r·ough the mediums of safety s:tgns Gnd rmtion pictures, we 
find that a stuchmt retnins a rtronto1• percentage of facts 
by seeing thera displnyed than by rnadinp: n'bout them. 
It should not be necessary to have to entice or convince 
o person to wear protective clothes .. They should know thene 
devices a.re provided :ro:i~ th8 protl1ct:ton of their heal th. If 
the potential v1oi•ker will conply with all snfety :nensurcs, 
the p:r.obl!Jm of personal safety equipment will be mastered to 
a grc~at e:?.:tent. 
CHAPTER X 
CONCLUSION 
Although the safety movement has been gaining momentum 
for the past thirty years, there is still a need for a more 
idespread safety program . The lack of safety equipment is 
due to the indifference to the necessity for protection . 
Until recently all emphasis has been placed on production. 
Machines ere selected for their speed , capacity and other 
qualities which would speed up production . Before a safety 
program can be a success, the public must be made to realize 
that a disregard for safety results in a loss to all concerned . 
The stress of the recent ar has done much to make the 
industrial owners and workers safety-counscious . Accidents 
resulting in a loss of time , slo.ing up much needed produc-
tion, and a loss of money made it necessary for plant owners 
to adopt an extensive safety program . This organized program 
created a demand for the best in safety equipment for the 
machines used and in personal protective equipment for the 
workers . 
tanufacturers of tools and machines have been slo to 
respond to the need of incorporating better safety guards in 
their machinery . As a result of increased pressure of safety 
groups as reflected by consumer demand, more and greater 
improvements are being made . Some improved machines include 
safety features as integral parts of the design; others include 
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as tand rd equipment guard which have be n listed as extras. 
An effort has been ~ade in preparing this study to 
present information on safety equipment hich can satisfactorily 
be used in the school shop. 
The circular saw, the most essential machine or any wood~ 
iorking shop, is discussed first. Th accident rate is neces-
sarily high because of the wide- spread use of the saw and the 
variety of ork it 111 do . Attempts to reduce accid nts have 
been made by the construction of gu rds for the power trans-
mission apparatus and the point- of- operation . All power trans-
mission apparatus should be enclosed 1th sheet metal guards . 
Kickback dangers and personal contact at the point- of-operation 
are somewhat eliminated by the use of th hood. guard, the 
splitter, and the anti- kickback dogs . The hood covers the por-
tion of the sa blade above the table; the splitter prevents 
the binding of the sa and the anti- kickback dogs hold the stock 
against the table and prevent it from being thro n backward . 
Alt ough these gu~rds give adequate protection to the operator 
during the cts of riping and cross- cutting, many other opera-
tions as r ettiri~, dadoing, chamfering, grooving, etc. can not 
be successfully guarded. The accident rate for the circular 
sa will continue to be high until all operations are success-
fully guarded . 
The jointer, like the circular saw, is indispensable to 
the wood orking shop . Jointer accidents are frequent and of 
s rious nature . The most coM1"'1on injury is the loss of the 
fingers caused by coming in contact 1th the revolving cutter 
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head . Designers of machine guards have effectively guarded 
the jointer for edge planing through the use of the leg-of-
mutton guard . Thi spring pivoted uard is the most common 
of all jointer uards. Another guard used and considered mor 
r 
effective for surface planing i the stocl riding guard . This 
guard covers the head at all- times and serves as hold-down 
for the material bein laned . The portion of the cutter head 
behind the fence is guarded by a heet metal guard attached to 
the fence . Any adju tment of the fence automatically adjusts 
the back uard . 
The scroll band sa , used primarily for curved sa 1ng, 
has found a permanent place in the wood orking shop . Accident 
h zards include breaking blades and per onal contact at the 
point-of- operation. The most extensive guarding designed for 
the band saw is the enclosing of all moving parts except the 
point-of-operation . There are one or to guards hich may b 
obtained for the point-of-operation . An automatic br king 
device should be incorporated in all band sa s . The ability to 
sto the blade quickly hen the ork is completed or in case of 
a breaking blade ould greatly reduce accidental injuries . 
The surfacer, unlike most other wood or{ing m chines, per-
for sonly one operation . It can be used for thickness planing 
only. It is considered one of the safest of all wood orki e 
machines . All power transmission ap aratus of the surfacer is 
completely enclosed and the cutter head is guarded with a sheet 
metal cover . The possibility of kickbacks and getting the 
fingers caught between the in-feed r lls are the chief accident 
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hazards of the surfacer. The Surty Sectional Safety guard 
hich my be attached to any surfacer ill provide some protec-
tion against both dangers. 
The high speed ith which the ::nives revolve places the 
shaper on the highly hazardous list . Careless contact with 
t~e moving knive and the po sibility of being struck by flying 
knives and kickbacks are some of the dangers encountered bile 
operating the shaper . Although several types of sh per guards 
have been designed, they all have their limitations . The best 
guara ·against flying knives is the use of a solid cutter head . 
The initial cost is greater, but the added safety value off-
sets the cost . 
The tool grinder, generally considered a metalworking 
machine, is found in Most 100d orking shops here a large number 
of hand tools are used . Accidents on the tool grinder are very 
infrequent if the wheels are properly cared for and usod. The 
eyes receive the brunt of grinding h 1 injuries . Flying 
sparks and dust particles cause eye injury and infection. Eye 
protection should be heavily stressed . Goggles should be 
provided to protect the eyes whenever the grinder is not equipped 
1th a protective eye shield . Broken eels are someti es 
thrown with enough force to cause severe injury to the operator 
or a by-stander . To help eliminate this hazard , the wheels 
should be guarded 1th a metal hood with a cutting aperture of 
not more than 90 degre s . 
Safeguarding the machinery does not eliminate all accident 
hazards of the woodworking shop . A sheet of safety rules 
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should be placed near each machine and all operators should 
be required to observe thee rules carefully . The use of 
safety signs and safety films serve to reduce accidental 
injuries by impressing upon the orker or student the neces-
sity of practicing safety precautions . Special personal 
protective equipment as hoods, gloves , hats, and shoes should 
be provided whenever the job requires their use for personal 
safety. 
No that machine manufacturers, industr al plants , voca-
tional and high school shops are stressing safety, the chief 
problem of the safety groups lies in reaching and educating 
small industries and home craft shops in the need of using 
safety equ1 ment . 
One of the purposes oft is in estigation 1 to present 
specific information concerning machine guards and protective 
equipMent so that the consu er may be better able to judg 
their effectiveness. 
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APP DIX B 
In response to a letter of request, (APPE' DIX C) 
manufacturers of oodior~ing machinery cooperated splendidly 
in the reparation of this study by fu:r ishing illustrated 
catalogs, technic 1 booklets and other data . 
Baxter D. hitney and Son, Incorporated 
rinchendon, Hassachusetts 
Bell ~achine Company 
Oshkosh, isconsin 
Boice- Crane Company 
930 ost Central venue 
Toledo, Ohio 
ere cent Machine Company 
Latonia, Ohio 
Delta tanufacturin· Company 
600 B~st Vienna Avenue 
!il~aukee 1, 'isconsin 
Diamond Tool Company 
3429 East Olympic Boulevard 
Los Angles, Californi 
Ekstromt Carlson and Company 
Rockford, Illinois 
illiam H. Field Company 
323 Dorchester Avenue 
Boston 27, Cassachusetts 
Flohr ~anufacturing Company 
Buffalo 17, e ork 
Greenlee Brothers and Company 
Rockford, Illinois 
Hart Industrial Supply Cocpany 
308 East 4th Street 
Tulsa, Oklahoma 
Helios ~ anufacturing Corporation 
Buffalo, New York 
Ruther Brothers a anufacturing Company, Incorporated 
1290 University Avenue 
Rochester, e York 
·oak Machinery and Tool Company 
Port Hu~on, ichigan 
Nobl P.•achi ery Company 
924 Hayden Street 
ort ayne 1, Indiana 
Oliver achinery Company 
Gr n~ Rapids, ichigan 
Orton "achine Company 
390 Fremont Street 
Sn Francisco, Cali orn1a 
P rks ood orking achine Company 
Cincinnati 22, Ohio 
L. Po er and Company 
2 1, Oakford Street 
Philadelphia 46, Pennsylvania 
Porter Cable ~achinc Company 
Syracuse 8, Je York 
B. • Root Company 
ork, ennsylv nia 
ice aehincry Co pany 
1218 North estern Avenue 
Oklahoma City 6, Oklahoma 
Stanley Electric ools 
ew Britain, Connecticut 
Sureway anufacturing Company 
2427 North Second Street 
Philadelphia 33, Pennsylvania 
Surty anufacturing Company 
4139 st Kinzie Street 
.Chic go 24, Illinois 
The Tanne 1tz 
Grand Rapids, 
orks 
ichigan 
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United States S.af'ety Sen.rico Compans· 
1215 r;cGee Street 
Kansa~ City 6, Fissotu:i 
t allrnr-·.rurr1e1· Company, Ir.i.corpo:rated 
Plainfield, !'Teri Jersey 
J. D .. Wallace·and Company 
134 South Calif0rnl& Avenue 
Chicago 12, Illinois 
s. A .. 1.foods IIachine Company 
27 Damrell Street· 
Boston, Ifassachusetts 
1J!oochwrln:1rs Tool Vforks · 
222-224 Jefferson Street 
Chicngo, Illinois 
Wooster Products Incorporated 
Yiooster, Ohio 
'\}ycong Dlld I.:iJes Conpany 
Greensboro, Horth Carolina 
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APPErfOIX C 
Deal' Siz•s: 
As a sir;uificmrt part of my graduate work, I 
am doing some :research on guards for woodworking 
nachines. 
'f'oult1 you please send to me any pictures, 
literature or other information you might have in 
your files cor.i.ce:rning the position, effectiveness and 
nocessity of guards as used on your woodworking 
machines. · 
If you uo not :manufacture the guards for these 
:machines will you please supply a list of guard :manu-
facturers? 
Any information, pictures or lists you are able 
to furnish will be.deeply appreciated as I am plan-
ni~':1.r; to in.corporate all of the information 't'Jhich I 
receive into a thesis. 
Yours truly, 
Richard Kisner 
PED BYt 
G raldine F. Schroeder 
3104 South Detroit 
Tuls ;, Oklaho a 
